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Purpose of this Book

To spread awareness about Blockchain Technology. To share what we have learned from varied sources and what

we have understood through our experiences about this technology. 

The purpose of writing this book is driven by our belief in the potential impact this technology can have on our

society. Ability of it to provide human species a necessary push in the direction we are striving to go. Towards a

globalized world, where we are moving generation after generations. We believe blockchain technology will help

us become a shared economy in true sense. 

With this belief, we write this book to help understand the technology a bit better. Standing on the shoulders of

giants we share this knowledge with you in hope that you take it further along. Read and Apply.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Blockchain Technology is an elusive concept for many. However, the technology is simple once you get your

head around the architecture and theory of basic crypto economics. When you do have your “Eureka” moment,

the world will never seem the same to you again. That is the potential impact this technology has which makes it

fascinating.

Blockchain is still in its inception phase but is already making one of the biggest revolutions the business world

has seen in the last hundred years. Just as search engines and browsers disrupted the Internet, just as Napster

peer-to-peer file sharing system changed the face of the recording industry,  blockchain technology plus its

associated ecosystem will  eventually force organisations to reconsider and change their traditional roles and

infrastructure. The Blockchain industry’s effective power and reach is a force that will be covering all areas of

tech,  finance,  healthcare,  logistics,  trade,  legal  services,  and  society  as  a  whole.  It  is  a  highly  disruptive

technology that promises to change the world as we know it. A big example is that one of the companies that

came out of the Blockchain ecosystem, ‘Ethereum’ passed the 1 Billion USD benchmark, making it the first

independent non-affiliated Unicorn. 

Blockchain has applications that go way beyond obvious things like digital  currencies and money transfers.

From  electronic  voting, smart  contracts &  digitally  recorded  property  assets  to  patient  health  records

management and proof of ownership for digital content, all can be seamlessly operated using Blockchain. In

fact, the technology is not only shifting the way we use the Internet, but it is also revolutionizing the global

economy.  By enabling the digitization of assets, blockchain is driving a fundamental shift in the meaning of

internet  as  we  know  it.  From  the  Internet  of  information,  where  we  can  instantly  view,  exchange  and

communicate  information  to  the  Internet  of  value,  where  we  can  instantly  exchange  assets.  A new global

economy of immediate value transfer is on its way, where big intermediaries no longer play a major role. It is an

economy where  trust  is  established  not  by  the  central  intermediaries  but  through  consensus  and  complex

computer  code.  As  a  result,  Blockchain  will  profoundly  disrupt  hundreds  of  industries  that  rely  on

intermediaries,  including banking,  finance,  academia,  real  estate,  insurance,  law, health care and the public

sector - amongst many others. This will result in job losses and the complete transformation of entire industries.

But  overall,  the  elimination  of  intermediaries  brings  mostly  positive  benefits.  Banks  &  governments  for

example,  often  impede  the  free  flow of  business  because  of  the  time  it  takes  to  process  transactions  and

regulatory requirements. The blockchain will enable an increased amount of people and businesses to trade

much  more  frequently  and  efficiently,  significantly  boosting  local  and  international  trade.  Blockchain

technology would also eliminate expensive intermediary fees that have become a burden on individuals and

businesses, especially in the remittances space.



The  ability  of  blockchain  to  provide  information  transparency  and  immutability,  the  potential  for  smart

contracts, and the opportunity to create new business models should force CIOs and business leaders to review

the fundamental aspects of their value chains, and urgently conduct scenario planning and/or implication theory

analysis. Clearly these opportunities paint a landscape of future economic development and potential growth

that is worthy of assessment, especially as Gartner, in one of its reports published in March 2017 predicts that:

 By 2022, at least one innovative business built on blockchain technology will be worth $10 billion.
 By 2030,  30% of  the  global  customer  base  will  be  made  up  of  things,  and  those  things  will  use

blockchain as a foundational technology with which to conduct commercial activity.
 By 2025, the business value added by blockchain will grow to slightly over $176 billion, and then surge

to exceed $3.1 trillion by 2030.

Currently, there are no geographical barriers in Blockchain use-case development. Innovation labs and POCs are

being developed around the world, such as in Italy, France, Netherlands, Finland, Germany, China, Japan, India,

Australia, South Africa, Singapore, United Arab Emirates, the U.S. and the U.K. According to the research of

the 129 blockchain POCs, the top three regions with developed POCs are EMEA (40%), Asia/Pacific and Japan

(30%), and North America (23%). The U.S., as a single country, had the most POCs.



Blockchain & Bitcoin - What’s the Connection?

As many of the people take Bitcoin and Blockchain as synonyms, let's clear this confusion right at the onset.

Bitcoin first appeared in a 2008 white paper authored by a person, or persons using the pseudonym Satoshi

Nakamoto.  The white  paper detailed  an  innovative  peer  to  peer  electronic  cash  system called  Bitcoin  that

enabled  online  payments  to  be  transferred  directly,  without  an  intermediary.  While  the  proposed  Bitcoin

payment  system  was  exciting  and  innovative,  it  was  the  mechanics  of  how  it  worked  that  was  truly

revolutionary. Shortly after the white paper’s release, it became evident that the main technical innovation was

not the digital currency itself but the technology that lay behind it, known today as blockchain.

Although commonly associated with Bitcoin, blockchain technology has many other applications. Bitcoin is

merely the first and the most well-known use. In fact, Bitcoin is only one of about seven hundred applications

that use the blockchain technology today. One example of the evolution and broad application of blockchain,

beyond digital currency, is the development of the Ethereum public blockchain, which is providing a way to

execute peer to peer contracts. Now, let us try to understand what the Blockchain Technology really is. 

What is ‘Blockchain’ technology?

Blockchain technology provides a shared,  trusted and secure public  ledger to record financial  transactions,

digital assets and ‘smart contracts’. These are recorded independently - not in one place but distributed across a

multitude of computers around the world. The records are condensed (into blocks) and interlinked (to form

chains), using complex cryptographic algorithms. Thus, Blockchain records are locally decentralized in a peer-

to-peer network but still constitute a logically centralized immutable set. No central authority or trusted third

party is required to secure transactions.

As  shown  in  the  figure  below,  when  a  digital  transaction  is  carried  out,  it  is  grouped  together  in  a

cryptographically protected block with other transactions that have occurred in the last few minutes and sent out

to the entire network. Miners (members in the network with high levels of computing power) then compete to

validate the transactions by solving complex coded problems. The first miner to solve the problems and validate

the block receives a reward. (In the Bitcoin Blockchain network, for example, a miner would receive Bitcoins).

The validated block of transactions is then time stamped and added to a chain in a linear, chronological order.

New blocks of validated transactions are linked to older blocks, making a chain of blocks that show every

transaction made in the history of that blockchain. The entire chain is continually updated so that every ledger in

the network is the same, giving each member the ability to prove who owns what at any given time.

Blockchain’s decentralized, open & cryptographic nature allows people to trust each other and transact peer to

peer, making the need for intermediaries obsolete. This also brings unprecedented security benefits. Hacking

attacks that commonly impact large centralized intermediaries like banks would be virtually impossible to pull

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.cointelegraph.com/ethereum-for-beginners/what-is-ethereum&sa=D&ust=1475458755289000&usg=AFQjCNHBWYVJR5KHZMCUj7omauMZd6U4LA
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf&sa=D&ust=1475458755282000&usg=AFQjCNF2CNW5SS_eDh__bQgnGZFQhHr2OA


off on the blockchain. For example, if someone wanted to hack into a particular block in a blockchain, a hacker

would not only need to hack into that specific block, but all of the proceeding blocks going back the entire

history of that blockchain and they would need to do it on every ledger in the network, which could be millions,

simultaneously.

The in-depth working of Blockchain will be covered in the subsequent chapters.





Blockchain & Enterprises

Enterprises face multiple dilemmas when contemplating the use of emerging and complicated technological

developments.  They  are  keen  to  exploit  the  advantages  that  blockchain  purports  to  offer,  yet  they  are

simultaneously and justifiably wary of the potential risks, both from a technological and a business standpoint.

In the short term, that wariness will make all but the most pioneering firms fall behind in their development of

Blockchain’s  potential.  In  the  long  term,  however,  blockchain  won't  merely  make  enterprises  more  cost-

efficient; it could change the very business. To better envision the future of this technology, let’s take a look at

its SWOT analysis:-

Visionary  entrepreneurs  and  CIOs  building  and  expanding  digital  businesses  are  keeping  the  flow  of

transformation  going.  Their  goal  is  to  reinvent  the  very  nature  of  commercial  activity  by  removing

intermediaries and enabling more-fluid business processes to be conducted in diverse ecosystems. A total of

US$ 1  billion has  been  invested already in  Bitcoin-related tech  start-ups  by  companies  such  as  American

Express, Bain Capital, Deloitte, Goldman Sachs, MasterCard, the New York Life Insurance Company and the

New York Stock Exchange. Currently, NASDAQ is testing a new use of blockchain transaction technologies for

the stock markets in favour of creating a more secure and efficient stock trading system. By introducing the



blockchain to the trading of financial assets, Nasdaq aims to replace the verification process, previously done

manually by lawyers. 

Hyperledger,  which  is  an  open-source  collaborative  effort  created  to  advance  cross-industry  blockchain

technologies, has also passed some key development milestones in the blockchain arena. Hyperledger is a global

collaboration, hosted by The Linux Foundation, including leaders in finance, banking, Internet of Things, supply

chain, manufacturing and technology. There are 130+ members and 8 ongoing projects, including Hyperledger

Fabric and Hyperledger.  Currently,  work  in  concert  to  create  an  open,  standardized  and  enterprise-grade

distributed  ledger  framework and code  base.  In  fact,  just  recently  IBM has  revealed  that  it  will  be  using

Hyperledger Fabric to power a trade finance platform for seven European banks, as well as a stock exchange

pilot in South America. 

A popular start up, Blockverify, has started to provide a blockchain-technology-based solution to track products

along the supply chain. By implementing the blockchain technology in this sector, companies are provided with

a transparent  environment  that  makes it  impossible  to  duplicate  products.  Further,  companies  can  create  a

product register, monitor supply chains and identify counterfeit products. 

Microsoft too has been adding BaaS (Blockchain as a Service) modules to Azure, its cloud-computing platform,

since 2015. As an open, flexible, and scalable platform, Azure supports a rapidly growing number of distributed

ledger technologies that address specific business and technical requirements for security, performance, and

operational  processes. Blockchain  as  a  Service  (BaaS)  provides  a  rapid,  low-cost,  low-risk,  and  fail-fast

platform for organisations to collaborate together by experimenting with new business processes backed by a

cloud platform with the largest compliance portfolio in the industry.

Media giants like Comcast, Disney, NBC Universal, Cox Communications, Mediaset Italia, Channel 4 and TF1

group have announced a new blockchain platform focused on advertising.  Dubbed the "Blockchain Insights

Platform", the project aims to make the advertising process more efficient and transparent by enabling marketers

and networks to match their own customer data anonymously in order to determine which network program

may have the best result for a certain product ad.

Close  to  home,  Indian  states  of  Andhra  Pradesh  and  Telangana  are  both  exploring  the  use  of  blockchain

technology to digitally rework their land registries. In Telangana, with support from the Centre for Development

of Advanced Computing (C-DAC), state officials are looking to apply blockchain to the revenue department as

well.

Just few of many examples have been discussed above but they make it quite clear that Blockchain, the cutting-

edge  disruptive technology is  here  to  stay.  The  anticipated benefits  from various  use cases  of  Blockchain

technology raise a conundrum - embracing the efficiency and cost benefits of blockchain may also contribute to

an enterprise or institution's demise. For example, and perhaps ironically, while financial services firms (and any

http://www.coindesk.com/chiles-largest-stock-exchange-plans-implement-ibm-blockchain-tech/
http://www.coindesk.com/chiles-largest-stock-exchange-plans-implement-ibm-blockchain-tech/
http://www.coindesk.com/european-banks-select-ibm-blockchain-small-business-platform/
http://hyperledger.org/projects/fabric
http://hyperledger.org/projects/fabric


other entity performing a centralized intermediary role in an industry) see the benefits of improving a variety of

processes - from trade finance to securities settlements, as well as transaction and records management. But,

they  also  face  the  ultimate  threat  of  total  disintermediation  from  the  implementation  of  a  decentralized,

distributed P2P network that potentially makes the traditional centralized business model irrelevant. Similarly,

technology vendors are faced with the threat of significant stack rationalization as the distributed network and

applications, and shared, secure "golden record" of data, potentially negate the need for convoluted transaction

reconciliation, databases, and assorted other technologies.

However, it is critical at this stage in blockchain's evolution that hype is recognized, and the emergent nature of

the technology and its capabilities are clearly understood. Moreover, much of the discussion about blockchain

focuses on the technology itself, and diverts attention away from the radical societal and business shifts it could

enable. For example, through the introduction of smart contracts that execute without human intervention, the

facilitation  of  thing-to-thing,  thing-to-person and thing-to-business  relationships,  or  changing the  nature  of

commercial identification and transaction authentication.

Let us now take a closer look into ‘Smart Contracts’ and see how they represent a next step in the progression of

blockchains from a financial transaction protocol to an all-purpose utility

 Smart Contracts 

The idea of smart contracts goes way back to 1994, nearly at the dawn of the World Wide Web itself. That’s

when Nick Szabo, a cryptographer widely credited with laying the groundwork for Bitcoin, first coined the term

“smart contract.” At core, these automated contracts work like any other computer program’s if-then statements.

They just happen to be doing it in a way that interacts with real-world assets. When a pre-programmed condition

is triggered, the smart contract executes the corresponding contractual clause. 

Szabo’s  original  theories about  how these contracts could work remained unrealized because there was no

digitally native financial system that could support programmable transactions. It defeats the purpose of smart

contracts if a bank still has to manually authorize the release and transfer of money.  The advent and increasingly

widespread adoption of Bitcoin is moving the bedrock of conventional systems, and as a result Szabo’s idea has

seen a revival. Smart contract technology is now being built on top of Bitcoin and other virtual currencies and as

Bitcoin in itself is a computer program, smart contracts can speak to it just like they would do that with any

other piece of code. The puzzle pieces are falling into place and now a computer program can trigger payments.

There are currently two major open source projects working on smart contracts, both of which have taken big

leaps forward this year. One is called ‘Codius’ and the other is ‘Ethereum’.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nick_Szabo


Codius was developed by Ripple Labs, which also created its own digital currency called Ripple. Codius aims to

be interoperable between a variety of cryptocurrency, such as Ripple and Bitcoin. In contrast, Ethereum is an

entirely new currency with smart contracts baked into its payment system. Originally developed by 20-year-old

programmer Vitalik Buterin, it would replace other “coins” like Bitcoin. More details about Ethereum will be

covered in subsequent chapters

Smart contracts can take Cryptocurrencies one step ahead of normal transactions and illustrate a unique benefit

of virtual currencies that some advocates think could entice more users. For example, If we think about a lot of

routine financial transactions, what lawyers and banks do, boils down to repetitively processing mundane tasks

and yet we still have to shell out huge fees for lawyers to go through wills or for banks to process our mortgage

payments  (Considering  American  mortgage  system).  Smart  contracts  could  automate  and  demystify  these

processes, so that ordinary people can save time and money. Although you got your mortgage through a bank,

that bank won’t generally hold onto it for the entire 30-year loan; it will be sold to an investor. But you keep

making payments to the bank, not the investor that owns your mortgage. The bank just becomes a processor for

your monthly payments, sending a chunk to the investor, a slice to taxes, and a bit for homeowner’s insurance.

That’s just a real simple operational task, but that bank will often take a quarter to a half percent per year to

service that mortgage. They’re just doing an operational headache of receiving payments and redirecting them

and they’re charging people for that. But it’s something that a smart contract could theoretically administer very

easily. If mortgage payments were handled by smart contracts, mortgage processing fees could be eliminated

and that savings passed on to consumers. The result would be a lowered cost of home ownership.

To take another examples, if a simple enough user interface were developed it could remove a host of legal

headaches, like updating your will. Imagine if allocating your assets after your death was as simple as moving

an adjustable slider that determines who gets how much. Once the smart contract can verify the triggering

condition, in this case your death, the contract goes into effect and your assets are divided up. With all this, it

may sound like we won’t need lawyers anymore. But enthusiasts say that smart contracts should be seen as an

evolution of the legal system, not its erasure. Nonetheless, the role of lawyers might look very different in the

future. Rather than having lawyers adjudicate individual contracts, the role of lawyers might shift to producing

smart  contract  templates  on  a  competitive  market.  Contract  selling  points  would  be  their  quality,  how

customizable they are, and their ease of use.

Banking and legal services are just couple of industries among whole bunch of other industries, which will be

impacted by the advent of smart contracts.

In the next section of this book, we will discuss Blockchain technology in detail. Since, Bitcoin is the most

popular application of this  technology,  we will  take the help of Bitcoin blockchain protocol  to explain the

working of the technology.





Chapter 2- Cryptography

What is Cryptography?

Cryptography is a method of storing and transmitting data in a particular form so that only those for whom it is

intended can read and process it. Cryptography includes techniques such as microdots, merging words with

images, and other ways to hide information in storage or transit. However, in today's computer-centric world,

cryptography is most often associated with scrambling plaintext into ciphertext (a process called encryption),

then  back again  (known as  decryption). Only  those who possess  a  secret key can decipher  (or decrypt)  the

message into plain text. Modern cryptography concerns itself with the following four objectives:

1)    Confidentiality - The information cannot be understood by anyone except the one for whom it is intended

2)   Integrity - The information cannot be altered in storage or transit between sender and intended receiver

without the alteration being detected

3)  Non-repudiation - The creator/sender of the information cannot deny at a later stage his or her involvement

in the creation or transmission of the information

4)   Authentication - The sender and receiver can confirm each other’s identity and the origin/destination of the

information

Cryptography also allows senders and receivers to authenticate each other through the use of key pairs. There

are various types of algorithms based on key pairs being used for encryption, some of them include:-

 Secret Key Cryptography (SKC) - Here only one key is used for both encryption and decryption. This type

of encryption is also referred to as symmetric encryption.

 Public  Key  Cryptography  (PKC):  Here  two  keys  are  used.  This  type  of  encryption  is  also  called

asymmetric encryption. One key is the public key and anyone can have access to it. The other key is the

private key, and only the owner can access it. The sender encrypts the information using the receiver’s

public key. The receiver decrypts the message using his/her private key. For non-repudiation, the sender

encrypts plain text using a private key, while the receiver uses the sender’s public key to decrypt it. Thus,

the receiver knows who sent it.

 Hash Functions: These are different from SKC and PKC. They have no key at all and are also called one-

way encryption. Hash functions are mainly used to ensure that a file has remained unchanged.

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/P/plain_text.htm
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/D/decryption.htm
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/encryption
http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/ciphertext
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/plaintext


Cryptographic Hash Functions

A cryptographic hash function is nothing but a mathematical function.  A hash function can take any string as an

input, absolutely any string of any size and can produces a fixed-size output (we'll use a 256 bits output in this

book) . It is also efficiently computable, which means that given a string, in a reasonable length of time, one can

figure out what the output is. Here, we're going to study hash functions that are cryptographically secure and

thus, we're going to focus mainly on two particular properties.

First property is that hash functions are collision-free.  It means that it's impossible for anybody to find values x 

and y, such that x and y are different, and yet the hash of x is equal to the hash of y, as shown is Figure 1.2.1

Figure 1.2.1

In the above figure, there is x and its hash value - H(x), also there is y and its hash value - H(y).  Being collision-

free means that nobody can find a situation where you have an x and y that are different, and yet when you hash

them, they hash to the same value. Now, notice that it’s mentioned that ‘nobody’ can find such a situation. It

doesn’t mean that there can be no collision, because if you think about it there has to be a collision. Collisions

do exist, and to understand why that is, let’s refer to Figure 1.2.2. 

Figure 1.2.2

On the left, we are depicting all of the possible inputs to this function, which can be a string of any size. And on

right, we have all of the possible outputs, which has to be string of 256 bits in size. This means that on right side

there are only 2 to the 256 possibilities while on the left there are more possibilities.  Thus it means that there



will be a very large number of possible inputs that map to any particular output. So collisions do exist. Now, the

question is - Are there any collisions that are findable by regular people using regular computers? To answer that

question, let’s pick 2 to the 130 randomly chosen inputs, over on the left cloud of that previous diagram. And if

we pick those 2 to the 130 randomly chosen inputs, it turns out there's a 99.8% chance that at least two of them

are going to collide. But of course, the problem is that this takes a very, very long time to do.  You have to

compute the hash function 2 to the 130 times which is an astronomical number. So, we can say that if every

computer ever made by humanity was computing since the beginning of the entire universe up to now, the odds

that they would have found a collision is still infinitesimally small. So small that it's way less than the odds that

the Earth will be destroyed by a giant meteor in the next two seconds. 

Now since we know that hash functions are practically collision-free, what good does collision freedom do

us? If we can assume that we have a hash function that is collision free, then we can use that hash function as

message digest. It means that if we know that x and y have the same hash, then it's safe to assume that x and y

are the same. Because if someone knew an x and y that were different, that had the same hash,  of course, that

would be a collision. Since there's not a collision that we know of, then knowing the hashes are the same, we

can assume that the values are the same. And this lets us use the hash as a kind of message digest. Suppose, for

example, that we had a file, a really big file and we wanted to be able to recognize later whether another file was

the same as the file we saw the first time. So one way to do that would be to save the whole big file and then

when we see another file later, just compare them. But because we have hashes that we believe are collision

free, it's more efficient to just remember the hash of the original file. Then if someone shows us a new file, and

claims that it's the same, we can compute the hash of that new file and compare the hashes. If the hashes are the

same, then we conclude that the files must have been the same. This gives us a very efficient way to remember

things we've seen before and recognize them again. And, of course, this is useful because the hash is small, it's

only 256 bits, while the original file might be really big. So hash is useful as a message digest. We'll see later in

this book, why it's useful to use hash as a message digest. 

The second property that we want from our hash function is that it's hiding. It means that if we're given the

output of the hash function, H(x), then there's no feasible way to figure out what the input x was. The problem is

that this property doesn't exactly hold. To understand why that's the case, let's look at this example in Fig 1.2.3

where we flip a coin. And if the result of the coin flip was heads, we're

going to return the hash of the string "heads". And if the result was tails,

we're going to return the hash of the string "tails".  

And now we're going to ask someone who didn't see the coin flip, but only

saw its hash output, to figure out what the string was that was hashed.  It's easy in this scenario to find what the

input string was, it's easy to find x. You simply compute the hash of the string "heads" and the hash of the string

"tails", and you see which one you got. And so, in just a couple of steps, you can figure out what x was. So the

reason this example failed, was that there were only a couple of possible values of x. This means that x has to be

Fig 1.2.3



chosen from a well spread set so that any adversary who just tries all the possible values of x, or just tries few

values of x that are especially likely, will not be able to find x.  This shows that the hiding property that we need

to set up should be a little bit more complicated and the way we're going to fix this problem is we're going to

take the x, and we are going to concatenate with it, a value, r, which is chosen from a distribution that's really

spread out. So, the function H(r | x), means that take all the bits of r, and put all the bits of x after it.  This means

that given the hash of r together with x, it’s infeasible to find x. If r is a random value chosen from a distribution

that has high min-entropy, then, given H(r | x), it's infeasible to find x. What does high min-entropy mean? Well,

it captures this intuitive idea that r is chosen from a distribution that's really spread out i.e. there is no particular

value that r could have had and that would occur with more than a negligible probability. So, for example, if r is

chosen uniformly from among all of the strings that are 256 bits long, then any particular string was chosen with

probability 1 is 2 to the power 256, which is truly a negligible value. So, as long as r was chosen that way, then

the hash of r concatenated with x is going to hide x and that's the hiding property that the hash function will be

deemed to have. 

Hash Pointers and Data Structures

A hash pointer is a kind of data structure which has a pointer which points to a location where some information

is stored. Here we're going to let the pointer store a cryptographic hash of the information. So whereas a regular

pointer  gives  you  a  way  to  retrieve  the  information,  a  hash  pointer  is  going  to  let  us  retrieve  back  the

information itself. It's also going to let us verify that the information hasn't changed. Thus, a hash pointer tells us

where something is and what its value was. Using these properties, we can take hash pointers and use them to

build all kinds of data structures.  For Eg, in Fig 1.3.1, there is a linked list that we built with hash pointers. And

this is a data structure that we're going to call a block chain. Just like a regular linked list where you have a

series of blocks and each block has data as well as a pointer to the previous block in the list, here the previous

block pointer will be replaced with a hash pointer.   

Fig 1.3.1



With the help of hash pointers we can also turn this data structure into temper proof log i.e. if we build a log

data structure that stores a bunch of data in such a way that we can add data onto the end of the log and if

somebody goes later and messes with data which is earlier in the log, we're going to be detect it.  We call this

kind of data structure – Blockchain and to understand why a block chain gives us this tamper evident property,

let's look at Fig 1.3.2.

                            

                                                      

Fig 1.3.2

As we can see in the figure, the adversary changed the contents of the first block and therefore, its hash in the

subsequent block is not going to match up and the hash of the second block is now different. So we could detect

the inconsistency between this data and the hash pointer that we remembered before. Now, if the advisory also

tampers with the hash pointer of the second block and makes the tempered data hash and old hash pointer two

match up, he end up changing the content of the second block. It means that when we come back later and hash

the contents of second block, it's not going to match the hash that we remembered before because the contents

of the block have changed. So we're going to detect the inconsistency between the contents of the block and its

hash, unless the adversary also tampers with the third block. But now, when he does that, the hash of the third

block is not going to match the hash that we remembered from before. and this continues till we reach the root

node called as Genesis.  Since, it is not possible to change the Genesis node; we have eventually made our

Blockchain temper proof. 

Another useful data structure that we can build using hash pointers is a binary tree. We can build a binary tree

with hash pointers and it’s called a Merkle tree after Ralph Merkle who invented it. 



Fig 1.3.3

The idea behind this is that suppose we have a bunch of data blocks as shown in Fig 1.3.3, which are across the

bottom of the tree. We're going to take consecutive pairs of these data blocks and for these two data blocks we're

going to build a data structure that has two hash pointers, one to each of these blocks, and similarly all the way

across. We'll  then go another  level  up and the block at  the  level  will  contain a  hash pointer  of  two of  its

children. And so on, all the way back up to the root of the tree. We're going to remember just the hash pointer of

the head of the tree. Post this, we can traverse down through the hash pointers to any point in the list and we can

make sure that the data hasn't been tampered with, because as we showed with the block chain, if an adversary

tampers with some block at the bottom which contains the data, that will cause the hash pointer which is one

level up, to not match. So he'll have to tamper with that and therefore, he'll have to tamper with the hash pointer

one level up from there and eventually he'll get up to the top, where he won't be able to tamper with the hash

pointer that we've remembered. So again, any attempt to tamper with any piece of data across the bottom will

fail by us just remembering the hash of the top node

Another nice feature about Merkle trees is that if someone wants to prove to us that a particular data block is a

member of this Merkle tree, all they need to show us single stream to the data block as shown in the Fig 1.3.3.

So if we remember just the root and someone wants to convince us that this  block is in the Merkle tree, they

need to show us the data block and we can verify that the hash matches up. Just by verifying the hashes up to



the root, we can ensure, we can verify that this data block was in the Merkle tree. To verify that it takes about

log n items that we need to be shown, and it takes about log n time. Even in case of very large number of data

blocks in the Merkle tree, we can still verify proven membership in a relatively short time. 

Digital Signature

Digital  Signature is the second cryptographic primitive along with hash functions that  we need as building

blocks for blockchain technology. In a nutshell, Digital signature is just like a signature on paper but in digital

form. Let’s understand what it means: We want two things from digital signature; first, that just like an ideal

paper signature, only you can make your signature, but anyone who sees your signature can verify that it's

valid. Second, the signature should be tied to a particular document. It signifies your agreement or endorsement

of a particular document. Let’s see how can we build this in a digital form using cryptography? 

In the Fig 1.4.1 you can see an API for digital signatures. It consists of three operations. The first one is that we

should be able to generate keys;  for which we have  generateKeys  operation.  Here,  as a input  we give the

keysize, and as a output it produces two keys: Secret Key (also known as Private Key) and Public Key. sk is a

secret signing key, which is a secret information to be used for making your signature.  While, pk is a public

verification key that you're going to give to everybody and that anybody can use to verify your signature when

they see it. The second operation is the sign operation. In sign operation, you take your secret signing key

and some message that you want to put your signature on and it returns, sig which is a signature. It's just a string

of some bits that represent your signature. The third operation is a verify, that takes something that claims to be

a valid signature and verifies that it's correct. It takes the public key of the signer, it takes the message that the

signature is supposedly on and it takes the supposed signature. As an output, it just says yes or no, telling if this

a valid signature or not

Fig 1.4.1



To summarize, there are two main requirements for the digital signatures. First, valid signatures should verify

i.e. if you sign a message with your secret key, and if someone tries to validate that  using your public key, it

should get validated correctly. Second, it should be impossible to forge signatures. If an adversary who knows

your public key, verification key and gets to see signatures on some other messages,  should not be able to forge

your signature on some message that he wants to forge it on. 

In practice, there's a limit on the message size that you're able to sign because real schemes are going to operate

on strings of limited length. The fix to that is simply to use the hash of the message rather than the message

itself. In this way the message can be really big, but the hash will only be 256 bits. Since, hash functions are

collision free, it's safe to use the hash of the message as the input to the digital signature scheme rather than the

message. This can also be a fun trick to sign a hash pointer. If you sign a hash pointer then the signature covers

or protects the whole structure, not just the hash pointer itself, but everything it points to. For example, if you

were to sign the hash pointer that was at the end of a block chain, the result  is that you would effectively

be digitally signing the entire contents of that block chain. 

Another very neat idea is to use a public key as an identity of a person, or an act, or a system. If you know the

secret key that corresponds to the public key, then you can sign messages with that secret key. What you're

doing essentially is making statements on behalf of that public key and that means that there is an identity in the

system which only you can speak for. Now, if we're going to treat public keys as identities then one  of the

consequences of that is that you can make a new identity whenever you want. If you want to make a new

identity you just have to create a new random key pair sk and pk by executing the generate keys operation in our

digital signature scheme. Now, this brings us to the idea of decentralized identity management. Under this, there

is no need to have a central place that you have to go in order to register as a user in a system, you don't need to

get a user name, and you don't need to inform someone that you're going to be using a particular name. If you

want a new identity, just make one. Anybody can make a new identity at any time and you can make as many as

you want. If you prefer to be known by five different names, no problem, just make five identities. If you want

to be somewhat anonymous for a while - you can make a new identity, use it just for a little while, and then

throw it away. Important point here is that there's no central point of control, so that you don't have to have

anyone who's in charge of it. The system operates in an entirely decentralized way. This is the way in which

Blockchain does identity. These identities are called addresses but they really are just public key or hash of a

public key. 

A simple Cryptocurrency

Under this section we will discuss how Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ether etc. work and how the concepts of 

Hash functions, Digital Signature etc. that we have learned till now, come in play.



Let’s start with assuming a Cryptocurrency and call it a GoofyCoin. GoofyCoin is about the simplest crypto

currency  we  can  imagine. Like  any  another  protocol,  there  are  few  rules  that  are  defined  to  govern

GoofyCoin. The first rule is that Goofy can create new coins. Goofy can make a new coin whenever he wants,

and when he makes a new coin it belongs to him. When Goofy makes a coin, it's represented by a data structure

as shown in Fig. 1.5.1. We have the CreateCoin operation with uniqueCoinID that enables Goofy to generate a

coin with a unique id of its own. In the same structure, we have digital signature of Goofy with the help of

which anyone can verify that the signature is valid and that it's a signature of this statement. New coins belong

to Goofy by definition because those are the rules that Goofy made. 

Fig. 1.5.1

The second rule of GoofyCoin is that whoever owns a coin can pass it on to someone else i.e. they can spend

it. In Fig 1.5.2, we can see how Goofy pays GoofyCoin to Alice.

Fig.1.5.2

Goofy takes a hash pointer to the coin he had created and make a statement that says pay this to Alice. Alice is

being named by a public key here. Since, Goofy is the one who owns that coin, he has to sign any transaction

that spends the coin. Once this transaction gets through, the ownership of that coin lies with Alice. She can



prove that she owns the coin because she can present the data structure (as shown in Fig 1.5.2) which is validly

signed by Goofy and points to a coin that was validly owned by Goofy. Thus, the correctness of this coin is self-

evident in this system. Now Alice can move on and she can spend the coin as well. In order to do that, she can

create a statement that says, pay this coin to Bob's public key, and here's a hash pointer to the coin, and now

Alice signs that. To find that Alice was the valid owner of the coin, we walk through the chain shown in Fig

1.5.4. Now Bob is the new owner of this coin. In this way any X can create a GoofyCoin and pass it on any Y.

Fig 1.5.4

However, there's a big security problem with GoofyCoin and we can see it in the figure 1.5.5. 

Goofy  made  the  coins  and  then  paid  to

Alice. Alice was the owner of that  coin and

she  paid  this  coin  to  Bob. But  now  Alice

makes  another  transaction  which  pays  to

Chuck the very same coin and this is signed

by  Alice. If  Chuck  doesn’t  know that  Alice

has already paid the same coin to Bon, he will

look at  this  and  he'll  think  this  is  perfectly

valid and now, he's the owner of the coin. Chuck has a valid looking claim to be the owner of this coin and Bob

has an equally valid looking claim to be the owner of this coin. There lies the problem and it is called a double-

spending attack. It's called double-spending because Alice is spending the same coin twice.  GoofyCoin does not

solve the double spending attack and therefore GoofyCoin is not secure. Although GoofyCoin is simple and we

understand its rules, it won't cut it as a Cryptocurrency because it allows double-spending. So in order to build a

Cryptocurrency, that is going to be workable; we need to have some solution to the double-spending problem.

Fig 1.5.5



So we need to somehow improve on GoofyCoin and we can do that by designing another coin which we will

call as ScroogeCoin. ScroogeCoin is going to be rather like GoofyCoin, except it will solve the double-spending

problem. Scrooge coin was created by Scrooge and it will be a little bit more complicated in terms of data

structures. Scrooge is going to publish a history of all the transactions that have happened in a data structure that

we had discussed earlier, called as Blockchain. 

. 

As we can see, this data structure contains series of blocks. Each block contains a set of transactions, transaction

ID & hash  pointer  to  the  previous  block.  Scrooge  then  takes  the  hash  pointer,  which  represents  this  entire

structure, and digitally signs it before publishing it. Now anybody can verify that Scrooge really did sign this hash

pointer  and  then  they  can  follow this  chain  all  the  way  back  and see  what  is  the  entire  history  of  all  the

transactions in the history of ScroogeCoin. What does the history do? Well the thing the history does for us is it

allows us to detect double-spending. As we had seen previously if Alice pays a coin to Bob and later pays the

same coin to Chuck, then Chuck's is going to  notice that something is wrong because he will be able to look into

the history and see that Alice already paid that coin to Bob. In fact, everyone will be able to see that Alice already

paid that coin to Bob. So, if she tries to pay that coin to Chuck, then everyone can see that that's a double spend

and they'll reject it. 

In ScroogeCoin there are two kinds of transactions. The first kind is a CreateCoins transaction, to create new

coins. That's like the operation Goofy could do in GoofyCoin to create new coin. But here we're going to allow

multiple coins to be created in one transaction as shown in Fig 1.5.7. 

Fig 1.5.6



We can see a list of coins which are created with a unique serial

number  within  this  transaction.  Each  coin  has  a  value  which

represents its respective value in ScroogeCoin. Each coin also has a

recipient which is going to be a public key of a person who gets that

coin as it's created. So this transaction type creates a bunch of new

coins and assigns them to people as initial owners. In ScroogeCoin,

each coin has a unique Id which helps in the tracking of that coin

The second kind of transaction we're going to talk about is a PayCoins transaction. This is a transaction that

consumes  some  coins  and  creates  new coins  of  the  same  total  value,  but which  might  belong  to  different

people. In Fig 1.5.8 we have an example of what a PayCoins transaction looks like. 

In the above figure,  we have a list  of  the coins that  this  transaction consumes.  All  of  these coins are being

consumed and destroyed by this PayCoins transaction. So we're going to add up the value of all of those coins

and create a bunch of new coins. Just like before in the CreationCoins transaction, each coin here also has a value

and each one will belong to a certain recipient. At the bottom, we have a set of digital signatures which means that

this transaction has to be signed by everyone who's paying in a coin. So if you're the owner of one of the coins

that's  going  to  be  consumed  in  this transaction,  then  you  need  to  digitally  sign  the  transaction  to  say  that

you're really okay with spending this coin. The rules of ScroogeCoin say that a PayCoin's transaction is valid if

four things are true:-

1) The consumed coins are valid, that is they really were created in previous transactions

2) The consumed coins were not already consumed in some previous transaction, this is not a double-spend 

Fig 1.5.7

Fig 1.5.8



3) The total value of the coins that come out of this transaction is equal to the total value of the coins that

went in

4) The transaction is validly signed by the owners of all of the consumed coins 

If all of these things are true then this PayCoins transaction is valid and scrooge will accept it.  He'll write it into

the history, into the block chain, and everyone will see that this transaction has happened. One thing to note about

this scheme is that coins are immutable. Coins are never changed, they're never subdivided, and they’re never

combined. All they are is created once in one transaction, and then later consumed in some other transaction. But

you can get the same effect as being able to subdivide or pay on or combine coins by using transactions. For

example, if  you want to subdivide a coin, you can just create a new transaction that consumes that one coin

and then produces two new coins of the same total value. 

Till now we saw that how ScroogeCoin works: People can see which coins are valid. It prevents double spending

because everyone can look into the block chain and see that all of the transactions are valid and that every coin is

consumed only once. But, the problem is Scrooge. Here there is an assumption that Scrooge is honest. But the

fact is if Scrooge starts misbehaving, then we're going to have a problem. Or if Scrooge just gets bored of the

whole ScroogeCoin scheme and stops doing the things that he is supposed to do, then the system won't operate

anymore. As a result, the problem we have here is Centralization. Although Scrooge is happy with the system,

we, as users of it might not be. So the central technical challenge that we need to solve in order to improve on

ScroogeCoin is, can we descroogify the system i.e. can we get rid of that centralized Scrooge figure?  Can we

have  a  Cryptocurrency  that  operates  like  ScroogeCoin  in  many  ways,  but doesn't  have  any  central  trusted

authority? In order to do that, we're going to need to figure out how to provide the services  that Scrooge provides,

but do it in a decentralized way, a way in which no particular party is particularly trusted. This means we're going

to need to figure out how everyone can agree upon a single published block chain containing an agreed upon

history of transactions that happened. We need to figure out how people can agree which transactions are valid

and which transactions have actually occurred. We also need to figure out how we can assign IDs to things  in a

decentralized way. If we can solve all of those problems, then we can build a system truly leverages a distributed

ledger technology as known as Blockchain.



Chapter 3 - Blockchain

Centralized v/s Decentralized

To understand Blockchain's decentralization, let’s start with the caveat that decentralization is not all or nothing

concept. Almost no system is purely decentralized or purely centralized. Let’s take an example of email, which is a

decentralized system, fundamentally. But, what has happened, especially in the last decade or so, is that we see a

dominance of a few different web mail providers, which are sort of centralized service providers. 

There are three different aspects of Blockchain that fall at different places in the centralization-decentralization

spectrum. 

 First, we have a peer to peer network and it is the closest thing to being purely decentralized, as anybody

can run a node, and there's a fairly low barrier to entry. One can simply download the particular Blockchain

client and can become a part of the network as a node.

 Second is mining. Technically, mining is also open to anyone but it requires a very high capital cost.  As a

result, this can lead to a high centralization or a concentration of power in the mining ecosystem

 Third  aspect  is  updates  to  the  software. This  means  how  and  when  rules  of  the  system  change. As

envisioned,  anybody  can  create  their  own  applications  over  the  Blockchain  and  this  makes  its  purely

decentralized system. However, that's not how it works in practice. We can see it the case of Bitcoins where the

core developers are really trusted by the community, and they have a lot of power when it comes to determining

what Bitcoin software will run on each of the nodes. 



At a technical level, the key challenge that one has to solve to build a distributed ledger system is called distributed

consensus. We can think of it as decentralizing ScroogeCoin, which is the hypothetical currency that we saw in the

previous chapter and which was controlled by Scrooge, a central body. There has been decades of research in

computer science on these consensus protocols and the traditional motivating application for  this research has been

the reliability in distributed systems. What does it mean? Imagine you're in charge of the backend for a company

like Google or Facebook. These companies typically have thousands, or even millions of servers, which form a

massive distributive database that records all of the actions that happen on the system, like users' comments and

likes and posts, and so on. So when a new comment comes in, it'll be recorded in 10 or 15 different node. Now,

what the server needs to make sure is that that comment either gets recorded in all copies of that database, or none

of them. If for some reason, because some of these nodes might be faulty, the action gets recorded in none of the

databases, it's okay. You can go back to the user and say, there was a problem saving your post, would you please

try again? On the other hand, if some of the copies of the database saved it and others didn't, then you'd be in a lot

of trouble, because you'd have an inconsistent database. So this is the key problem that motivated the traditional

research on distributed consensus. We can also imagine that if we achieve a distributed consensus protocol, and we

can be able to use that to build a massive, global scale distributed key value store that maps arbitrary keys or names

to arbitrary values, then that will enable a lot of applications. For example, a distributed domain name system,

which is simply a mapping between human understandable domain names to IP addresses or a public key directory,

which is a mapping between user email addresses to their public keys. Or even things like stock trades as this

distributed database, instead of keeping track of who paid whom how much money, would keep track of who's

transferred what units of which stock to whom. The good news is that now it is possible to achieve distributed

consensus with the help of Blockchain in both currency and non-currency based applications.

Let’s get into technicalities and understand distributed consensus. Imagine that there is a fixed number, n, of nodes

or processes and each of these nodes has some input  value. A pre-decided consensus protocol works on these

nodes. The two requirements of this consensus protocol are that the protocol should terminate, and all correct nodes

should decide on some value i.e. a consensus value. Note that we mention ‘correct nodes’, as some of the nodes

might be faulty, or even outright malicious. The second requirement is that consensus value cannot be an arbitrary

value. It should be a value that was proposed as an input by at least one of these correct nodes. Now, let's try to see

what this might mean in the context of Cryptocurrency. To understand how distributed consensus could work in

Cryptocurrency, we are making as assumption that Blockchain on which this currency is based is a peer-to-peer

system. When we say it  is a peer to peer system it  means that when Alice  wants to pay Bob, she is going to

broadcast the transaction to all of the nodes that comprise that peer-to-peer network. You can see the structure of

the transaction in Fig 2.1.1



In the figure, we see the whole data structure that we call a transaction. Alice is going to broadcast this transaction

to all of the peer-to-peer nodes. You can notice here that Bob's computer is nowhere in this picture.  If Bob wants to

be notified that this transaction did in fact happen and that he got paid, he would have to run a node and be part of

these peer-to-peer nodes, in order to listen in on the network and be sure that he's received that transaction. But his

listening is not, in fact, necessary for him to receive the funds. The money transferred will be his whether or not

he's running a node on the network. 

Going back to our topic of concern, what is it exactly that the nodes might want to reach consensus on?  Given that

a variety of users are broadcasting these transactions to the network, what everybody wants to reach consensus on

is exactly which transactions were broadcasted, and the order in which these transactions happened. In order to do

that, all the nodes in the peer-to-peer network would have a sequence of blocks of transactions that they've reached

consensus on (we could do consensus on transactions one by one but it would just be inefficient. So instead, we do

consensus on a block by block basis). At any given point, all these nodes in the peer-to-peer  network would have

the sequence of blocks i.e. copy of a Blockchain that they have agreed upon already. Each node would also have a

set of outstanding transactions that it has heard about and for these transactions consensus has not yet happened. It's

important to note that the peer-to-peer network is not perfect, so some node may have heard about a transaction, but

not other nodes. 

While we are at it we should keep in mind that Blockchain does all of this without nodes having any persistent long

term identities. Why is it exactly that Blockchain nodes don’t have identities? Well, it's for a couple of reasons. One

is that if you're in a decentralized model in a peer-to-peer system, there is no central authority to give identities to

nodes and verify that they're not creating new nodes at will. The technical term for this is a Sybil attack. Sybils are

just copies of nodes that a malicious adversary can create to look like there are a lot of different participants, when

in fact all those pseudo participants are really controlled by the same adversary. The other reason is that anonymity

is inherently a goal of Blockchain. In Blockchain, nobody is forcing you to put your real life identity, like your

name or IP address or anything like that, in order to participate in the peer-to-peer network. Even if it were possible

or easy to establish identities for all nodes or all participants, we wouldn't necessarily want to do that. 

So, in order to understand how we achieve distributed consensus in Blockchain without using identities, let’s make

an assumption for now. We will discuss in the later chapters how this assumption is actually accomplished.  For

now, let’s assume that there is some ability to pick a random node in the system. Using a random node selection we

Fig 2.1.1



reach an idea, something called as implicit consensus. Under implicit consensus, in each round a random node is

somehow selected, magically for the moment and this node gets to propose the next block in the chain.  There is no

consensus algorithm. There is no voting. This node simply unilaterally proposes what the next block in the block

chain is going to be. But what if that node is malicious? Other nodes will implicitly accept or reject that block. If

they accept that block, they will signal that acceptance by extending the block chain starting from that block, or if

they  reject  that  block, they  will  extend the  chain  by  ignoring  that  block  and starting  from whatever  was  the

previous, latest block in the block chain. Technically, how is that implemented? Recall that each block contains a

hash of the block that it extends and this is the technical mechanism that allows nodes to signal which block it is

that they are extending. 

Let's try to understand why this consensus algorithm works.  In fact, instead of asking why this works; let's try to

ask how a malicious adversary can try to subvert this process. Let assume, we have a block chain which extends to

the root block, which is called as genesis block. A malicious attacker Alice tries to steal Bitcoins belonging to

another user. But even if it’s now Alice's turn to propose the next block in the chain, she cannot steal other user's

Bitcoins because she cannot forge their signatures and initiate a transaction transferring user’s money to her own

wallet. Thus, as long as the underlying crypto is solid, she will not be able to simply steal Bitcoins.  Another thing

she might try to do, is if she really, really hates some other user,  Bob, then she can look at Bob's address and she

can decide that any transactions originating from Bob's address, she will simply not include them in any block that

she proposes to get onto the block chain. In other words, she's denying service to Bob. So this is a valid attack that

she can try to mount. But luckily, it's nothing more than a little annoyance, because if Bob's transaction doesn't

make it into the next block that Alice proposes, he will just wait for another block until an honest node gets the

chance to propose a block and then his transaction will get into that block. Hence, that's not really a good attack,

either. So the only one that we're really left with, for what a malicious node can try to do here, is called a double

spending  attack.  To  understand  double  spending  attack,  let's  assume  that  Alice  is  a  customer  of  some

online merchant  or  website  run  by  Bob,  who  provides  some  online  service, in  exchange  for  payment  in

Bitcoins. Let's say he allows the download of some software.  Alice goes to Bob's website and decides to buy an

item, pays for it  with Bitcoins, and what that means, in technical terms, is that she's  going to create a Bitcoin

transaction from her address to Bob's address. She broadcasts it to the network. Some honest node creates the next

block, listens to this transaction, and includes it in that block. Bob has already looked at this block chain, decided

that Alice has paid him, and allows Alice to download the software or whatever it is that she was buying on his

website. Now, let's assume that the next time a random node is called and that node is a malicious node controlled

by Alice. This  time around Alice  gets  to  propose the  next  block.  Playing a  trick,  she  could propose  a  block

that ignores altogether the valid block (which contained her transaction to Bob) and instead, contains a pointer to

the previous block. Furthermore, it's going to have a transaction that contains a transfer of Alice's coins to another

address, which is also controlled by Alice. So this is a classic double-spend pattern.  This means that Alice now

creates  a  new transaction  that transfers  that  coin,  instead  of  to  Bob's  address,  to  another  address  owned  by

her. Visually it's going to look as shown in Fig. 2.1.2 



The question here arises that how do we know if this double-spend attempt is going to succeed or not?  Well, that

depends on whether the green transaction or the red transaction is going to ultimately end up in the long term

consensus chain and that is determined by the facts that honest nodes are always following the policy of extending

the longest valid branch. In the above figure, it seems that the first one is the longest valid branch, not the second

one, because it's a double-spend attempt. From moral point of view they might look very different but from a

technological  point  of  view, these  two  transactions  are  completely  identical. The  nodes  that  are  looking  at

them really have no way to tell which one is the legitimate transaction. Nodes often follow a heuristic of extending

the block that they first heard about on the peer-to-peer network, but it's not a solid rule and because of network

latency, that could easily be the other way around. So there is at least some chance that the next node that gets to

propose a block will extend red transaction block instead of green one or it could be that even if it's an honest node,

Alice could try to bribe that node or try to subvert the process in a variety of ways. So for whatever reason, without

going too much into the details, let's say that the next node extends the block with the red transaction instead of the

green one. This means that the next honest node is much more likely to extend red block instead of green  one

because now red one has become the longest valid chain. With more honest nodes adding block in a longest chain

which contains red transaction, it starts to look pretty likely that this double-spend has succeeded. 

Now, let's look at this whole situation from Bob, the merchant's point of view, and understand how Bob can protect

himself from this double-spending attack. We have a couple of blocks in the block chain and Alice broadcasts a

transaction  that  represents  her  payment  to  Bob. As  soon  as,  Bob hears  about  the  transaction  on  the  peer-to-

peer network,  he  can  completes  the  transaction  on  the  website  and allows  Alice  to  download  whatever  she's

downloading. That's  called  a  zero  confirmation  transaction. Or,  he  could  wait  until  the  transaction  gets  one

confirmation in the block chain, which means that at least some node has created a block and has proposed this

transaction and that has gone into the block chain. But as we saw earlier,  even after one confirmation, there could

be an attempt at a double-spend. In order to avoid that he waits for more blocks to get added to the chain to make
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sure  that  his  transaction  ends  up on  the  long  term consensus  chain. In  general,  the  double-spend  probability

decreases exponentially with the number of confirmations. So, if the transaction you're interested in has received k

confirmations, then the probability that this other transaction is going to end up on the long term consensus chain,

goes down exponentially as a function of k. The most common heuristic, that's used in the Bitcoin ecosystem, is

that you wait for six confirmations. There is nothing really special about the number six. It's just a good trade-off

between the amount of time you have to wait and your guarantee that the transaction you're interested in ends up on

the consensus block chain. 

Let’s  recap  what  we  learned  in  this  chapter.  Protection  against  invalid  transactions  i.e.  protection  against  a

malicious node,  simply making up a transaction to steal  someone's  money,  is  entirely cryptographic. But  it  is

enforced by consensus, which means that if a node does attempt that, then the only reason that that transaction

won't end up in the launch group consensus chain is because a majority of the nodes are honest and will treat that

transaction as invalid. On the other hand, protection against double-spending is purely by consensus. Cryptography

has  nothing  to  say  about  this  and  true  transactions  that  represent a  double-spending  attempt,  kind  of  look

identical from the prospective of signatures, and so on, but it's the consensus that determines which one will end up

on the long term consensus chain. And finally, you're never 100% sure that a transaction you're interested in is

on the  consensus  branch,  but  this  exponential  probability  guarantee  is  pretty  good. After  about  six

transactions, there's virtually no chance that you're going to go wrong. 

Incentives and Proof of Work

At  the  beginning  of  this  chapter  we  had  discussed  that  Blockchain's  decentralization  is  partly  a  technical

mechanism and partly clever incentive engineering. So far, we've mostly looked at the technical mechanism. Now

let's talk about the incentive engineering that happens in Blockchain. It was asked of you to take a leap of faith

earlier in assuming that we're able to pick a random node and that at least 50% of the time, this process will pick an

honest  node.  But  of  course  this  assumption  of  honesty  is  quite  problematic,  especially  if  there  are  financial

incentives for participants to subvert this. Then why would we expect any node to be honest? Can we give nodes an

incentive for behaving honestly? Let's look at this with respect to the picture we've been looking at. 
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One of the options to make nodes behave honestly is to penalize the node that created red transaction block. But

this is problematic for a number of reasons, including the fact that nodes don't have identities, and there's no way to

go after them to penalize them. So instead, let's flip the question around and ask, can we reward the nodes that

created all those blocks that did end up on the long-term consensus chain? Well again, sort of the same problem, we

don't have node identity, so we can't mail them cash to their home addresses. If only there was some sort of digital

currency that we can use to incentivize them, a decentralized one perhaps. In other words, we're going to use

Cryptocurrency in order to incentivize the nodes that created these blocks.

So far everything that we read was an abstract algorithm for achieving distributed consensus. Now we're going to

break out of that model. What actually we're achieving through this distributed consensus process is, in fact, a

currency and we're going to incentivize these nodes by paying them in units of this currency. If we specifically talk

about Bitcoin,  there are in fact,  two separate incentive mechanisms.  The first  one is  called the block reward.

According to the rules of Bitcoin, the node that creates each block gets to include a special transaction in that block

and that special transaction is a coin creation transaction. The node can also choose the recipient address of this

transaction. So of course, that node will typically choose and address belonging to itself as a recipient of this coin

creation transaction, there-by paying itself. You can think of it as a payment in exchange for the service of creating

that block to go onto the consensus chain. However, it appears here, that the node gets the block award regardless

of whether it proposes a block with only valid transactions, or it behaves maliciously. So how are we actually

providing any incentives for honest behaviour via this block reward? But think about this. How well does node sort

of get to collect its reward? That will only happen if a block ends up on the long-term consensus branch, because

that's  the only case in which this coin creation transaction will  be considered valid,  because the coin creation

transaction is not special; it's just like every other transaction, it's only valid if it ends up on the consensus chain. 

Another incentive mechanism is called the transaction fee. In any transaction, like when Alice is paying Bob, the

creator of that transaction, Alice in our case, can choose to make the output value of that coin less than the input

value. All the nodes interpret this difference as a transaction fee, and whosoever creates the block that first puts that

transaction into the block chain gets to collect that transaction fee. So if you're a node that's creating a block that

contains, say 200 transactions, then the sum of all those 200 transaction fees accrues to you, and to the address that

you put into that block. Of course, this transaction fee is purely voluntary, like a tip. But we expect, based on our

understanding of the system that as the block reward starts to run out, it'll become more and more important to

almost mandatory for nodes to put a transaction fee into their transactions in order to get a reasonable quality of

service. 

Till now we've acquired an understanding of how the nodes that create these blocks are incentivized to act honestly

or follow the protocol. But we have a few more of the remaining problems to address before we get a really good

understanding of how Blockchain achieves decentralization. 
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1. The first major problem is the leap of faith that we asked you to take, which is that somehow we can pick a

random node. 

2. We've created a new problem by giving nodes these block rewards and incentives, which is that you could

easily get into a free-for-all where everybody wants to run a Blockchain node in the hope of capturing

some of these rewards. 

3. A third one is that an adversary might create a whole different number of civil nodes in order to really try to

subvert this consensus process. In a way, number three is sort of a trickier version of number two. 

It turns out that all of these problems are related, and all of them have the same solution. The solution is called

Proof of Work. The key idea behind Proof of Work is that instead of picking a random node, we select a node in

proportion to a resource that we hope that nobody can monopolize. If the resource that we're talking about is

computing  power,  then  it's  a  proof-of-work  system  where  we  somehow  select  nodes  in  proportion  to  their

computing power.  Alternately,  it  could be in proportion to ownership of the currency,  and this is  a legitimate

alternate model.  For Eg in Bitcoin, Proof of Work is used while in Ethereum Proof-of-Stake is used which we'll see

in a later chapters. 

Coming back to proof-of-work, let's try to get a better idea of what this means. Selecting nodes in proportion to

their computing power means that we're allowing nodes to compete with each other by using their computing

power and that will result in nodes automatically being picked in that proportion. Another way to think of it is that

we're making it moderately hard through proof-of-work to create new identities. So it's sort of attacks on identity

creation and on the civil attack. Let’s look at Fig 2.2.2 to understand how Proof of Work system works in practice

Hash puzzles means that in order to create a block, the node that proposes that block is required to find a number,

called  as  nonce,  such  that,  when  you put  together  the  nonce,  the  prev_hash,  and  the  list  of  transaction  that
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comprised that block, and take the hash of this whole string then that hash output should be a number that is very

small and that falls into the small target space in relation to the output space of that hash function. The idea is that

we want to make it moderately difficult to find a nonce that satisfies this required property and if the hash function

is secure, then the only way to succeed in solving this hash puzzle is to just try enough nonces one by one until you

get lucky. So specifically, if this target space were just 1% of the overall output space, you would have to try about

100 nonces before you got lucky and if this hash function were to behave essentially randomly, only 1 in 100

nonces will result in an output that falls within this target space. In fact, the size of this target space is not nearly as

high as 1% of the output space it's much, much smaller than that. But fundamentally, this is the computational

problem that a node is required to solve in order to produce the block. Now, this notion of hash puzzles and proof-

of-work completely does away with the requirement for somebody, somehow to pick a random node. Instead,

nodes are simply all the time independently competing to solve these hash puzzles. Once in a while, one of the

nodes will get lucky and will find a random nonce that satisfies this property, and that node then gets to propose the

next block. 

There are three essential properties of proof-of-work function of this hash puzzle:- 

1) The first property is that it needs to be quite difficult to compute.  If we look at it in terms of the amount of

computing that your laptop needs to do this process, then that will  be simply a humongous and infeasible

number. As a result, only some nodes even bother to compete in this block creation process, and this is what is

known as Blockchain mining. Basically, it is the process of repeatedly trying and solving these hash puzzles.

The nodes involved in this process are called node miners. 

2) The second property is that we want this mining cost to be parameterizable. If we take an example of Bitcoin,

the way that is accomplished is that all the nodes in the Bitcoin Peer-to-Peer network will automatically re-

calculate the target i.e. the size of the target space as a fraction of the output space, every two weeks and they

do it in such a way that they maintain this invariant, which is the average time between any two successive

blocks produced globally in the overall Bitcoin network, which is about ten minutes currently. This means that

if you're a miner, and you've invested a certain fixed amount of hardware into Bitcoin mining, but the overall

mining ecosystem is growing, more miners are coming in, or they're deploying faster and faster hardware then

over  a  two week period,  slightly  more  blocks  are  going  to  be found than expected and thus,  nodes  will

automatically readjust the target. So the amount of work that you have to do to be able to find a block is going

to increase. Hence, if you put in a fixed amount of hardware investment, the rate at which you find blocks is

actually dependent upon what other miners are doing. The probability that any given miner, say Alice, is going

to win the next block is equivalent to the fraction of global hash power that she controls. This means that if she

has mining hardware that's about 0.1% of total hash power, she will compute roughly one in every thousand

blocks. So why does this readjustment happen? Why do we want to maintain this ten minute invariance? Well,

the reason is simple. If blocks were to come very close together, then there would be a lot of inefficiency, and

we would lose the optimization benefits of being able to put a lot of transactions. 



Now, because of the way that this cost function and proof-of-work is set up, it allows us to reformulate our

security assumption. Here is where we finally depart from the leap of faith that we had asked you to take some

time ago. Instead of saying that somehow the majority of nodes are honest, in a context where nodes don't

even have identities and not being clear about what that means, we can now state crisply that a lot of attacks

on Blockchain are infeasible if the majority of miners weighted by hash power are following the protocol. The

reason for that is if a majority of miners, weighted by hash power are honest, because of this competition for

proposing the next block, this will automatically ensure that there is at least a 50% chance that the next block

to be proposed at any point is coming from an honest node, instead of a malicious one. 

3) The third property is that it's actually trivial to verify the new node that has computed proof-of-work correctly.

Even if it takes a node on average ten to the 20 tries to find a nonce that succeeds in finding the right property

of the hash function, that nonce must be published as part of the block. So it's trivial for any other node to look

at  the block contents,  hash them all  together,  and verify that  the output is  less than the target.  This is an

important property because it allows you to get rid of centralization. You don't need any centralized authority

verifying that miners are doing their job correctly. Any node, or any miner, can instantly verify that a block

found by another miner satisfies this proof-of-work property, and there-by they can be sure that this miner put a

lot of computing power into finding that block.

Mining Economics

Let's now look at mining economics, because we've said that it's quite expensive for miners to be in operation,

because  finding  a  single  block  takes  lot  of  computing.  At  the  same  time,  we've  also  seen  that  in  Bitocoin

blockchain, the block reward is about 5 Bitcoins, which is quite a lot of money. So it really boils down to an

economics question of whether or not it's profitable for a miner to mine. But we can write down a simple equation

that represents what the inputs into this decision are. 

Fundamentally,  the  mining  reward  that  the  miner  gets  is  in  terms  of  the  block  reward  and  transaction  fees.

However, Bitcoin mining is so expensive in terms of electricity that it becomes a significant portion of the cost and

not just the upfront cost of the hardware. If the rewards are greater than the cost, then the miner profits. If not, the

miner incurs a loss. But there are some complications to this simple equation. The first is that, as you may have

noticed, the hardware cost is a fixed cost, it's an upfront cost. Whereas the electricity cost is a variable cost that is

incurred over time. Another complication is that a reward a minor gets depends upon the rate at which they find
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blocks which depends not on the power of their hardware but actually on the ratio of the power of their hardware as

a fraction of the total global hash rate. Another complication is that the costs that the miner incurs are in terms of

dollars or whatever currency that they're using whereas they're rewarded in terms of Bitcoins that are created or

Bitcoins that are transaction fees. So this equation is really going to depend on what the exchange rate of Bitcoin is

doing at any given time. Finally, so far we have assumed that the miner is interested in honestly following the

protocol, but it could be the case that the miner could deploy some other mining strategy instead of always finding

the next block that extends the longest valid branch. So this equation doesn't capture all the nuances of the different

strategies that the miner can employ.  Even though we can write down the simple equation, actually analysing what

it makes sense for miners to do is a complicated game theory problem and currently mining community don't have

simple answers to that. 

Let's put it all together now and do a little bit of a recap and go though some high level points in order to better

understand. 

 Let's start from identities, as we have learned there are no real world identities required to participate in

the Bitcoin protocol. Any user can create a pseudonymous key pair at any moment, any number of them.

Given  these  pseudonymous  key  pairs  as  identities,  transactions  are  basically  messages  that  are

broadcasted to the Blockchain peer-to-peer network and it  contains the instructions to transfer money

from one address to another. 

 The security in the Blockchain comes from the consensus protocol. This means that for your transaction

to be in  the  block  chain  it  need  to  achieves  a  lot  of  confirmations.  It's  not  a  fixed  number,  6  is  a

commonly used heuristically, but the more confirmations your transaction has received, the more blocks

are found that extend the block that contained your transaction, the more certain you can be that your

transaction was part of the consensus chain. Often there are going to be a variety of orphan blocks. These

are blocks that don't make it into the consensus chain. This could represent an invalid transaction or a

double spend attempt or it could be due to latency in the network, or two miners competing to solve this

proof of work puzzle simply ended up finding new blocks within just a few seconds of each other and

thus both of these blocks were broadcast nearly simultaneously onto the network. Another subtle point

here is that if Alice and Bob were two different miners, and Alice has 100 times as much computing

power as Bob. It’s not that Alice will always win the race against Bob to find the next block, but instead,

Alice and Bob have a probability ratio of finding the next block in the proportion 100 to 1. So in the long

term Bob will find, on average, 1% of the blocks that Alice does. 

 We also looked at hash puzzles and mining. Miners are a special type of nodes that bother to compete in

this  game  of  creating  new  blocks  and  they're  rewarded  for  their  efforts  in  terms  of  coin

creation/transaction fee. We expect that miners are going to be typically somewhere near the economic



equilibrium of the expenditure that they incur, in terms of hardware and electricity, being somewhere

equal to the rewards that they obtain in terms of the new block creation reward and the transaction fee

based rewards. 

Chapter 4 - Blockchain and Bitcoin

Bitcoin transactions

Let’s take a simplified model first, where instead of having block we just have individual transactions being added

to the ledger one at a time. 

We will start with transaction one, which has no inputs because

new currency is  being created,  and an output  of  25 coins  is

going to Alice. Since this is a transaction where new coins are

being created, there's no signature required here. 

Now, let's say that Alice wants to send some of those coins over

to  Bob.  Now,  she  has  to  explicitly  refer  to  the  previous

transaction where these coins are coming from. So the input to

this transaction will be output index zero from transaction one,

which we can see from the very previous transaction where the 

log was a transaction that assigned 25 Bitcoins to Alice.  Now, there are two outputs of this transaction. One of

them is 17 coins to Bob and one of them is 8 coins to Alice. Of course, this whole thing is signed by Alice so that

we know that Alice actually wants to do this transaction. One might ask, why does Alice have to send money to

herself here? She's taking the 25 coins that were assigned to her in transaction one, she only wanted to pay 17 to
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Bob and she has to have a new output where 8 coins are sent back to herself, possibly to a different key, but to

herself.  This is what's called change address. The design here is that we always completely consume the output of

a previous transaction. 

Let's say that we keep going with this system. Now it's much

easier to look at the Blockchain and figure out whether or not

each transaction is valid, because we know exactly which input

to look at. So we just need to go to transaction two, output one,

and verify that  there's  enough money there and that it  hasn't

been  sent  already.  We  can  also  look  back  and  that  second

output  of  transaction  two  went  to  Alice  with  eight  coins,

therefore it's enough to cover the outputs of this transaction. It's

a finite backward scan to check for the validity. In practice, we

implement this with hash pointers. Thus, it's basically just following one pointer to figure out whether or not there

is enough money to cover the desired outputs in the new transaction. Conceptually you could say maybe this isn't

that much different than just maintaining a separate data structure which tracks account values for each person. But

the nice thing is that this data structure is embedded within data in the Blockchain itself.  Using this, we can also do

joint payments very easily. Let's say that Carol and Bob both want to pay David. So, we can have a transaction with

two inputs that are actually owned by two different people and combine the value and pay all eight coins to David.

The only extra thing in this case is that since the two outputs that are being claimed here are owned by two different

people we're going to need two separate signatures, one by Carol and one by Bob. 

Once we have covered the basics of transactions, let’s go one level deeper. There are three parts in each of the

transaction: Metadata, Input Script and an Output Script.

Metadata: It contains some housekeeping information - the size of the transaction, the number of inputs and the

number of outputs. It also has the hash of the entire transaction which serves as a unique ID for the transaction to

be used by hash pointers. 
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Input Script: The transaction input is just an array of inputs having the same form. The input points to a previous

transaction specifically; so they have the hash of the previous transaction, and the index of which output from that

transaction you're actually claiming. There is also a signature to show that we actually have the ability to claim

those previous transaction outputs.

Output Script:  They have a value in a way that the sum of all the outputs has to be less than or equal to the sum

of all the inputs. There is also a recipient address where each output is supposed to go to a specific person, or to a

specific public key. 
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Bitcoin Scripts

In this section we're going to talk about what the Bitcoin scripting language is,  and why script is used instead of

simply  assigning  a  public  key.  To  understand  scripts  let’s  take  an  example  of  the  most  common  script  in

Bitcoin, which is to redeem a previous transaction by signing with the correct public key.  In the figure below we

can look at an Input and Output script. One simply concatenates them and run successfully in order to claim a

Bitcoin. 

Traditionally, these two scripts are called scriptSig and scriptPubKey, and that's because in the simplest case, the

output script just specifies the public key, and the input script specifies a signature with that public key. When a

transaction is being validated, the two scripts get pasted together, they get run, and if the concatenated script can

run without errors, this is considered a valid transaction.  

It’s a stack-based language, so there are a lot of limits here that are important to keep in mind.  In particular there

are no loops in the Bitcoin scripting language. Every instruction is executed exactly once in a linear manner. So if

you look at a script, just based on the number of instructions in the script, you know exactly how long it might take

to run and how much memory it could use. It also implies that it’s not a Turing complete language i.e. it doesn't

have the ability to compute arbitrarily powerful functions.  Now, let’s look at a specific Bitcoin script, and exactly

how it's executed. 

 

OP_DUP Duplicates the top item on the stack

OP_HASH160 Hashes twice: first using SHA-256 and then RIPEMD-160
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OP_EQUALVERIFY
Returns true if the inputs are equal. Returns false and marks the

transaction as invalid if they are unequal

OP_CHECKSIG
Checks that the input signature is a valid signature using the input public key for

the hash of the current transaction

OP_CHECKMULTISIG
Checks that the k signatures on the transaction are valid signatures from

k of the specified public keys

To execute a script in a stack-based programming language, all we’ll need is a stack that we can push data to and

pop data from. We won’t need any other memory or variables and that’s what makes it so computationally simple.

There are two types of instructions: data instructions and opcodes. When a data instruction appears in a script, that

data is simply pushed onto the top of the stack. Opcodes, on the other hand, perform some function, often taking as

input data that is on top of the stack. Let’s look at how the Bitcoin script in figure above is executed. We refer to

figure below, where we show the state of the stack after each instruction. 

The first two instructions in the script are data instructions - the signature and the public key used to verify that

signature  -  specified  in  the  scriptSig  component  of  a  transaction  input  in  the  redeeming  transaction.  As  we

mentioned, when we see a data instruction, we just push it onto the stack. The rest of the script was specified in the

scriptPubKey component of a transaction output in the referenced transaction.

First we have the duplicate instruction, OP_DUP, so we just push a copy of the public key onto the top of the stack.

The next instruction is OP_HASH160, which tells us to pop the top value, compute its cryptographic hash, and

push the result onto the top of the stack. When this instruction finishes executing, we will have replaced the public

key on the top of the stack with its hash. Next, we’re going to do one more push of data onto the stack. Recall that

this data was specified by the sender of the referenced transaction. It is the hash of a public key that the sender

specified; the corresponding private key must be used to generate the signature to redeem these coins. At this point,

there are two values at the top of the stack. There is the hash of the public key, as specified by the sender, and the

hash of the public key that was used by the recipient when trying to claim the coins. At this point we’ll run the

EQUALVERIFY command, which checks that the two values at the top of the stack are equal. If they aren’t, an

error will be thrown, and the script will stop executing. But in our example, we’ll assume that they’re equal, that is,
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that the recipient of the coins used the correct public key. That instruction will consume those two data items that

are at the top of the stack, and the stack now contains two items — a signature and the public key. We’ve already

checked that this public key is in fact the public key that the referenced transaction specified, and now we have to

check if  the  signature  is  valid.  This  is  a  great  example of  where the  Bitcoin scripting language is  built  with

cryptography in mind. Even though it’s a fairly simple language in terms of logic, there are some quite powerful

instructions in there, like this “OP_CHECKSIG” instruction. This single instruction pops those two values off of

the stack, and does the entire signature verification in one go. But what is this a signature of? What is the input to

the signature function? It turns out there’s only one thing you can sign in Bitcoin — an entire transaction. So the

“CHECKSIG” instruction pops the two values, the public key and signature, off the stack, and verifies that is a

valid signature for the entire transaction using that public key. Now we’ve executed every instruction in the script,

and there’s nothing left on the stack. Provided there weren’t any errors, the output of this script will simply be true

indicating that the transaction is valid.

There's a  special,  very  important  instruction  for  multi-signature  verification  called  as  CHECKMULTISIG. It

actually lets one check multiple signatures with one instruction. So, with MULTISIG you specify n public keys,

and you specify a parameter t and for this instruction to execute validly, there have to be at least t signatures. 

Let’s look at some other scripts being used in Bitcoin protocol.   A proof-of-burn is a script that can never be

redeemed.  Sending coins  to  a  proof-of-burn  script  establishes  that  they have  been  destroyed since there’s  no

possible way for them to be spent. One use of proof-of-burn is to bootstrap an alternative to Bitcoin by forcing

people to destroy Bitcoin in order to gain coins in the new system. Proof-of-burn is quite simple to implement: The

OP_RETURN opcode throws an error if it’s ever reached. No matter what values you put before OP_RETURN,

that instruction will get executed eventually, in which case this script will return false. Because the error is thrown,

the data in the script that comes after OP_RETURN will not be processed. So this is an opportunity for people to

put arbitrary data in a script, and hence into the block chain. If, for some reason, you want to write your name, or if

you want to timestamp and prove that you knew some data at a specific time, you can create a very low value

Bitcoin transaction. You can destroy a very small amount of currency, but you get to write whatever you want into

the block chain, which should be kept around forever. 

Pay-to-script-hash: One consequence of the way that Bitcoin scripts works is that the sender of coins has to specify

the script exactly. But this can sometimes be quite a strange way of doing things. Say, for example, you’re a

consumer shopping online, and you’re about to order something. And you say, “Alright, I’m ready to pay. Tell me

the address to which I should send my coins.” Now, say that the company that you’re ordering from is using

MULTISIG addresses. Then, since the one spending the coins has to specify this, the retailer will have to come

back and say, “Oh, well, we’re doing something fancy now. We’re using MULTISIG. We’re going to ask you to

send the coins to some complicated script.” You might say, “I don’t know how to do that. That’s too complicated.

As a consumer, I just want to send to a simple address.” Bitcoin has a clever solution to this problem, and it applies

to not just multi-sig addresses but to any complicated condition governing when coins can be spent. Instead of



telling the sender “send your coins to the hash of this public key”, the receiver can instead tell the sender “send

your coins to the hash of this script. Impose the condition that to redeem those coins, it is necessary to reveal the

script that has the given hash, and further, provide data that will make the script evaluate to true.” The sender

achieves  this  by  using  the  Pay-to-script-hash  (P2SH)  transaction  type,  which  has  the  above  semantics.  83

Specifically, the P2SH script simply hashes the top value on the stack, checks if it matches the provided hash value,

then executes a special second step of validation: that top data value from the stack is reinterpreted as a sequence of

instructions, and executed a second time as a script, with the rest of the stack as input. Getting support for P2SH

was quite complicated since it wasn’t part of Bitcoin’s initial design specification. It was added after the fact. This

is probably the most notable feature that’s been added to Bitcoin that wasn’t there in the original specification and

it solves a couple of important problems. It removes complexity from the sender, so the recipient can just specify a

hash that the sender sends money to. In our example above, Alice need not worry that Bob is using multisig; she

just sends to Bob’s P2SH address, and it is Bob’s responsibility to specify the fancy script when he wants to redeem

the coins. P2SH also has a nice efficiency gain. Miners have to track the set of output scripts that haven’t been

redeemed yet, and with P2SH outputs, the output scripts are now much smaller as they only specify a hash. All of

the complexity is pushed to the input scripts.

Bitcoin Blocks

So far in this chapter we’ve looked at how individual transactions are constructed and redeemed. But as we saw

previously, transactions are grouped together into blocks for optimization. If miners had to come to consensus on

each transaction individually, the rate at which new transactions could be accepted by the system would be much

lower. Also, a hash chain of blocks is much shorter than a hash chain of transactions would be, since a large number

of transactions can be put into each block. This will make it much more efficient to verify the block chain data

structure. 

The block chain is a clever combination of two different hash-based data structures. The first is a hash chain of

blocks. Each block has a block header, a hash pointer to some transaction data, and a hash pointer to the previous

block in the sequence. The second data structure is a per-block tree of all of the transactions that are included in

that block. This is a Merkle tree and allows us to have a digest of all the transactions in the block in an efficient

way. To prove that a transaction is included in a specific block, we can provide a path through the tree whose length

is logarithmic in the number of transactions in the block.



The header mostly contains information related to the mining puzzle. The hash of the block header has to start

with a large number of zeros for the block to be valid. The header also contains a nonce, a time stamp, and “bits”,

which is an indication of how difficult this block was to find. The header is the only thing that’s hashed during

mining. So to verify a chain of blocks, all we need to do is look at the headers. The only transaction data that’s

included in the header is the root of the transaction tree — the “mrkl_root” field. We will learn more about mining

later in the book, under the chapter ‘Bitcoin Mining’.

Online Wallets and Exchanges

Online Wallets: An online wallet is kind of a local wallet that you might manage yourself, except the information

is  stored  in  the  cloud,  and  you access  it  using  a  web  interface  on  your  computer  or  using  an  app  on  your

smartphone. What’s crucial from the point of view of security is that the site delivers the code that runs on your

browser or the app, and it also stores your keys. At least it will have the ability to access your keys. Ideally, the site

will encrypt those keys under a password that only you know, but of course you have to trust them to do that. You

have to trust their code to not leak your keys or your password. However, an online wallet has certain trade-offs to

doing things yourself. A big advantage is that it's convenient. You don't have to install anything on your computer

in order to be able to use an online wallet in your browser. On your phone you maybe just have to install an app

once, and it won’t need to download the block chain. It will work across multiple devices; you can have a single

wallet that you access on your desktop and on your phone and it will just work because the real wallet lives in the

cloud. On the other hand, there are security worries. If the site or the people who operate the site turn out to be

malicious or are compromised somehow, your Bitcoins are in trouble. Ideally, the site or the service is run by

security professionals who are better trained, or perhaps more diligent than you in maintaining security. So you
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might hope that they do a better job and that your coins are actually more secure than if you stored them yourself.

But at the end of day, you have to trust them and you have to rely on them not being compromised.

Bitcoin Exchanges: To understand Bitcoin exchanges, let's first talk about how banks or bank like services operate

in the traditional economy. You give the bank some money — a deposit — and the bank promise to give you back

that money later. Of course, crucially, the bank doesn't actually just take your money and put it in a box in the back

room. All the bank does is promise that if you show up for the money they'll give it back. The bank will typically

take the money and put it somewhere else that is, invest it. The bank will probably keep some money around in

reserve in order to make sure that they can pay out the demand for withdrawals that they'll face on a typical day, or

maybe even an unusual day. Many banks typically use something called fractional reserve where they keep a

certain fraction of all the demand deposits on reserve just in case.

Now, Bitcoin exchanges are businesses that at least from the user interface standpoint function in a similar way to

banks. They accept deposits of Bitcoins and will, just like a bank, promise to give them back on demand later. You

can also transfer fiat currency - traditional currencies like dollars and euros into an exchange by doing a transfer

from your bank account. The exchange promises to pay back either or both types of currency on demand. The

exchange lets you do various banking - like things. You can make and receive Bitcoin payments. That is, you can

direct the exchange to pay out some Bitcoins to a particular party, or you can ask someone else to deposit funds into

the particular exchange on your behalf i.e. put into your account. They also let you exchange Bitcoins for fiat

currency or vice-versa. Typically, they do this by finding some customer who wants to buy Bitcoins with dollars

and some other customer who wants to sell Bitcoins for dollars, and match them up. In other words, they try to find

customers willing to  take opposite  positions  in  a transaction.  If  there’s  a mutually  acceptable price,  they will

consummate that transaction.

There are pros and cons to using exchanges. One of the big pros is that exchanges help to connect the Bitcoin

economy and the flows of Bitcoins with the fiat currency economy so that it's easy to transfer value back and forth.

If I have dollars and Bitcoins in my account I can trade back and forth between them pretty easily, and that's really

helpful. The con is risk. You have the same kind of risk that you face with banks, and those risks fall into three

categories.

1. Bank Run: A run is what happens when a bunch of people show up all at once and want their money back.

Since the bank maintains  only fractional  reserves,  it  might  be unable to  cope with the  simultaneous

withdrawals. The danger is a kind of panic behaviour where once the rumour starts to get around that a

bank or exchange might be in trouble and they might be getting close to not honouring withdrawals, then

people stampede in to try to withdraw their money ahead of the crowd, and you get a kind of avalanche.



2. Ponzi Scheme: The second risk is that the owners of the banks might just be crooks running a Ponzi

scheme. This is a scheme where someone gets people to give them money in exchange for profits in the

future,  but  then actually  takes  their  money and uses  it  to  pay out  the  profits  to  people  who bought

previously. Such a scheme is doomed to eventually fail and lose a lot of people a lot of money. Bernie

Madoff most famously pulled this off in recent memory.

3. Hacking: The third risk is that of a hack, the risk that someone — perhaps even an employee of the

exchange will manage to penetrate the security of the exchange. Since exchanges store key information

that controls large amounts of Bitcoins, they need to be really careful about their software security and

their procedures — how they manage their cold and hot storage and all of that. If something goes wrong,

your money could get stolen from the exchange.

We've seen exchanges fail due to the operators of the exchange being crooks, and we've seen exchanges that fail

due to break-ins. In fact, the statistics are not encouraging. A study in 2013 found that 18 of 40 Bitcoin exchanges

had ended up closing due to some failure or some inability to pay out the money that the exchange had promised to

pay out.

Payment Services

So far we've talked about  how you can store and manage your Bitcoins.  Now let’s  consider how a merchant,

whether  an  online  merchant  or  a  local  retail  merchant  can  accept  payments  in  Bitcoins  (or  any  other

cryptocurrency) in a practical way. Merchants generally support Bitcoin payments because their customers want to

be able to pay with Bitcoins. The merchant may not want to hold on to Bitcoins, but simply receive dollars or

whatever is the local fiat currency at the end of the day. They want an easy way to do this without worrying too

much about technology, changing their website or building some type of point of sale technology. The merchants

also want low risk business and the various possible risks if they accept cryptocurrency are:

1. Using new technology may cause their website to go down, costing them money. 

2. There’s the security risk of handling Bitcoins, someone might break into their wallet.

3. Exchange Rate Risk: The value of Bitcoins in dollars might fluctuate from time to time. The merchant who

might want to sell  a  pizza for twelve dollars wants to know that  they're going to get  twelve dollars or

something close to it, and that the value of the Bitcoins that they receive in exchange for that pizza won't

drop drastically before they can exchange those Bitcoins for dollars.

Now let’s look at the payment process in more detail to see what happens when the customer makes a purchase

with Bitcoin. The steps below are illustrated in Figure 3.5.1



 

1. The user picks out an item to buy on the merchant website, and when it comes time to pay, the merchant

will  deliver  a  webpage  which  will  contain  the  “Pay with  Bitcoin”  button,  which  is  the  HTML page

provided by the payment service. The page will also contain a transaction ID which is an identifier that’s

meaningful to the merchant and allows them to locate a record in their own accounting system, along with

an amount the merchant wants to be paid.

2. If the user wants to pay with Bitcoins, they will click that button. That will trigger an HTTPS request to the

payment  service  saying that  the  button was clicked,  and passing on the identity  of  the  merchant,  the

merchant’s transaction ID, and the amount.

3. Now the payment service knows that this customer, whoever they are, wants to pay a certain amount of

Bitcoins, and so the payment service will initiate kind of an interaction with the user. This gives the user

information about how to pay, and the user will  then initiate a Bitcoin transfer to the payment service

through their preferred wallet.

4. Once the user has created the payment, the payment service will  redirect the browser to the merchant,

passing on the message from the payment service that it looks okay so far. This might mean, for example,

that  the  payment  service  has  observed  the  transaction  broadcast  to  the  peer-to-peer  network,  but  the

transaction hasn’t received enough (or any) confirmations so far. This completes the payment as far as the

user is concerned, with the merchant’s shipment of goods pending a final confirmation from the payment

service.

5. The payment service later directly sends a confirmation to the merchant containing the transaction ID and

amount. By doing this the payment service tells the merchant that the service owes the merchant money at

the end of the day. The merchant then ships the goods to the user.

6. The final step is the one where the payment service actually sends money to the merchant, in dollars or

some  fiat  currency,  via  a  deposit  to  the  merchant’s  bank  account.  This  happens  at  the  end  of  fixed

settlement periods, perhaps once a day, rather than once for each purchase. The payment service keeps a

small percentage as a fee; that’s how they make their revenue. 
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Recall that the merchant just wants to sell items for a particular number of dollars. The payment service handles

everything else like receiving Bitcoins from customers and making deposits at the end of the day. Essentially, the

payment service absorbs all of the risk. It absorbs the security risk, so it needs to have good security procedures to

manage its Bitcoins. It absorbs the exchange rate risk because it's receiving Bitcoins and paying out dollars. If the

price of dollars against Bitcoins fluctuates wildly, the payment service might lose money. But then if it fluctuates

wildly in the other direction the service might earn money, but it’s a risk. Absorbing it is part of the payment

service’s business. Note that the payment service probably operates at a large scale, so it receives large numbers of

Bitcoins and pays out large numbers of dollars. it will have a constant need to exchange the Bitcoins it's receiving

for more dollars so that it can keep the cycle going. Therefore a payment service has to be an active participant in

the exchange markets that link together fiat currencies and the Bitcoin economy. So the service needs to worry

about not just what the exchange rate is, but also how to exchange currency in large volumes.

Transaction Fees

In this section we’ll  discuss the practical details of how transaction fees are set in Bitcoin today. Whenever a

transaction is put into the Bitcoin blockchain, a transaction fee might get included in it. Recall from a previous

chapter that a transaction fee is just defined to be the difference between the total value of coins that go into a

transaction minus the total value of coins that come out. The inputs always have to be at least as big as the outputs

because a regular transaction can't create coins, but if the inputs are bigger than the outputs then the difference is

deemed to be a transaction fee, and that fee goes to the miner who makes the block that includes this transaction.

Why do transaction fees exist at all? The reason is that there is some cost that someone has to incur in order to relay

your transaction. The Bitcoin nodes need to relay your transaction and ultimately a miner needs to build your

transaction into a block, and it costs them a little bit to do that. For example, if a miner’s block is slightly larger

because it contains your transaction, it will take slightly longer to propagate to the rest of the network and there’s a

slightly higher chance that the block will be orphaned if another block was found near-simultaneously by another

miner. So, there is a cost, both to the peer to peer network and to the miners of incorporating your transaction. The

idea of a transaction fee is to compensate miners for those costs they incur to process your transaction. Nodes don’t

receive monetary compensation in the current system, although running a node is of course far less expensive than

being a miner. Generally you're free to set the transaction fee to whatever you want it to be. You can pay no fee, or

if you like you can set the fee quite high. As a general matter, if you pay a higher transaction fee it's natural that

your transaction will be relayed and recorded more quickly and more reliably.

If you make a transaction that doesn't provide transaction fee,  it will still probably find its way into the block chain

, but the way to get your transaction recorded more quickly and more reliably is to pay the standard fee, and that's



why most wallet software and most payment services include the standard fee structure in the payments that go on,

and so you'll see a little bit of money raked off for transaction fees when you engage in everyday Bitcoin business.

Currency Exchange Markets

By currency exchange we mean trading Bitcoins against fiat currency like dollars and euros. We've talked earlier

about services that let you do this, but now we want to look at this as a market — its size, extent, how it operates,

and a little bit about the economics of this market.

The first thing to understand is that it operates in many ways like the market between two fiat currencies such as

dollars and euros. The price will fluctuate back and forth depending on how badly people want to buy euros versus

how badly people want to buy dollars on a particular day. In the Bitcoin world there are sites like Bitcoincharts.com

that show the exchange rate with various fiat currencies on a number of different exchanges. As you’ll see if you

explore the site, there’s a lot of trading going on, and the prices move in real time as trades are made. It’s a liquid

market and there are plenty of places that you can go to for buying or selling Bitcoins.

Another  option  is  to  meet  people  to  trade  Bitcoins  in  real  life.  There  are  sites  that  help  you  do  this.  On

localBitcoins.com, for example, you can specify your location and that you wish to buy Bitcoins with cash. You’ll

get a bunch of results of people who at the time of your search are willing to sell Bitcoins at that location, and in

each case it tells you what price and how many Bitcoins they’re offering. You can then contact any of them and

arrange to meet at a coffee shop or in a park or wherever, give them dollars and receive Bitcoins in exchange. For

small transactions, it may be sufficient to wait for one or two confirmations on the block chain.

Finally, in some places there are regular meet-ups where people go to trade Bitcoins, and so you can go to a certain

park or street corner or cafe at a scheduled day and time and there will be a bunch of people wanting to buy or sell

Bitcoins and you can do business with them. One reason someone might prefer obtaining Bitcoins in person over

doing  so  online  is  that  it’s  anonymous,  to  the  extent  that  a  transaction  in  a  public  place  can  be  considered

anonymous. On the other hand, opening an account with an exchange generally requires providing government-

issued ID due to banking regulation.

Supply and Demand: Like any market, the Bitcoin exchange market matches buyers who want to do one thing with

sellers that are willing to do the opposite thing. It's a relatively large market — millions of U.S. dollars per day pass

through it. It's not at the scale of the New York Stock Exchange or the dollar–euro market, which are vastly larger,

but it’s large enough that there is a notion of a consensus price. 

Chapter 5 - Blockchain Mining



Mining Activities

To be a miner, one has to join the Blockchain’s pear-to-pear network and connect to other nodes. Once connected,

there are six tasks to perform:

1. Listen for transactions: Node listens for transactions on the network and validate them by checking that

signatures  are  correct  and  that  the  outputs  being  spent  haven’t  been  spent  before  (in  case  of  basic

transactions such as transferring money from A to B)

2. Maintain block chain and listen for new blocks: Node must maintain the block chain.  It  starts by

asking other nodes to give it all of the historical blocks that are already part of the blockchain before it

joined the network. Node then listens for new blocks that are being broadcast to the network. It must

validate each block that it receives; by validating each transaction in the block and checking that the block

contains a valid nonce. 

3. Assemble  a  candidate block: Once a  node has  an  up‐to‐date  copy of  the  blockchain,  it  can begin

building your own blocks. To do this, it groups transactions that it hears about into a new block that

extends the latest block the node knows

4. Find a nonce that makes a block valid: This step requires the most work and it’s where all the real

difficulty happens for miners. This includes Proof-of-work that we had discussed in the precious chapters.

5. Hope node’s own block is accepted: Even if a node finds a block, there’s no guarantee that its block will

become part of the consensus chain. There’s bit of luck here; it has to hope that other miners accept its

block and start mining on top of it, instead of some competitor’s block.

6. Profit: If all other miners do accept node’s block, then it makes profit. At the time of this writing in early

2017, the block reward in Bitcoin blockchain is 5 Bitcoins which is currently worth over $10,000. In

addition, if any of the transactions in the block contained transaction fees, the miner collects those too.

Finding a valid block: In the previous chapters, we saw that there are two main hash‐based structures. There's the

block chain where each block header points to the previous block header in the chain, and then within each block

there's a Merkle tree of all of the transactions included in that block. The first thing that you do as a miner is to

compile a set of valid transactions that you have from your pending transaction pool into a Merkle tree. Of course,

you may choose how many transactions to include up to the limit on the total size of the block. You then create a

block with a header that points to the previous block. In the block header, there’s a 32 bit nonce field, and you keep

trying different nonces looking for one that causes the block’s hash to be under the target, roughly to begin with the

required number of zeros. A miner may begin with a nonce of 0 and successively increment it by one in search of a

nonce that makes the block valid. Figure below shows an example where the miner tries a nonce of all 0s. It does

not produce a valid hash output, so the miner would then proceed to try a different nonce.

In most cases you'll try every single possible 32‐bit value for the nonce and none of them will produce a valid hash.

At this point you're going to have to make further changes. Notice in the figure that there’s an additional nonce in



the coinbase transaction that you can change as well.

After you've exhausted all  possible nonces for the

block header, you'll  change the extra nonce in the

coinbase transaction, say by incrementing it by one

and  you  can  start  searching  nonces  in  the  block

header once again.

When  you  change  the  nonce  parameter  in  the

coinbase transaction, the entire Merkle tree of transactions has to change (See Fig below). Since the change of the

coinbase nonce will propagate all the way up the tree, changing the extra nonce in the coinbase transaction is much

more expensive operation than changing the nonce in the block header. For this reason, miners spend most of their

time changing the nonce in the block header and only change the coinbase nonce when they have exhausted all of

the 2^32 possible nonces in the block header without finding a valid block

The vast majority of nonces that you try aren't going to work. But if you stay at it long enough you'll eventually

find the right combination of the extra nonce in the coinbase transaction and the nonce in the block header that

produce a block with a hash under the target. When you find this, you want to announce it as quickly as you can

and hope that you can profit from it.

Mining Hardware

We've cited earlier that the computation that miners have to do is very difficult. In this section, we’ll discuss why it

is so computationally difficult and take a look at the hardware that miners use to perform this computation.

If we consider Bitcoin blockchain, the core of the difficult computation miners are working on is the SHA-256 hash

function. SHA‐256 is a general purpose cryptographic hash function that’s part of a bigger family of functions that



was standardized in 2001 (SHA stands for Secure Hash Algorithm). SHA‐256 was a reasonable choice as this was

strongest cryptographic hash function available at the time when Bitcoin was designed. It is possible that it will

become less secure over the lifetime of Bitcoin, but for now it remains secure. Its design did come from the NSA

(US National Security Agency), which has led to some conspiracy theories, but it's generally believed to be a very

strong hash function.

SHA-256: Figure 5.4 shows more detail about what actually goes on in a SHA-256 computation. While we don't

need to know all of the details to understand how Bitcoin works, it’s good to have a general idea of the task that

miners are solving. SHA‐256 maintains 256 bits of state. The state is split into eight 32‐bit words which make it

highly optimized for 32‐bit hardware. In each round a number of words in the state are taken; some with small

bitwise tweaks applied and added together mod 32. The entire state is then shifted over with the result of the

addition becoming the new left‐most word of the state. The design is loosely inspired by simpler bitwise Linear

Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs).

Figure below shows just one round of the SHA‐256 compression function. A complete computation of SHA‐256

does this for 64 iterations. During each round, there are slightly different constants applied so that no iteration is

exactly the same.

The task for miners is to compute this function as quickly as possible. Remember that miners are racing each other,

so the faster they do this, the more they earn. To do this, they need to be able to manipulate 32 ‐bit words, do 32‐bit

modular addition and also do some bitwise logic.

CPU Mining: The first  generation of mining was all  done on general purpose computers i.e.  general purpose

central processing units (CPUs). In fact, CPU mining was as simple as running the code shown in figure below.

Miners simply searched over nonces in a linear fashion, computed SHA 256 in software and checked if the result

was a valid block.



How fast will this run on a general purpose computer? On a high‐end desktop PC you might expect to compute

about 20 million hashes per second (MH/s). At that speed, it would take you several hundred thousand years on

average at the early‐2017 to find a valid block. If you're mining on a general purpose PC today, CPU mining is no

longer profitable with the current difficulty. For the last few years, anyone trying to mine on a CPU probably didn’t

understand how blockchain mining works and was probably pretty disappointed that they never made any money

doing it.

GPU Mining: The second generation began when people started to get frustrated with how slow their CPUs were

and instead used their graphics card, or graphics processing unit (GPU). Almost every modern PC has a GPU built ‐
in to support high performance graphics. They’re designed to have high throughput and also high parallelism, both

of which are very useful for mining. Blockchain mining can be parallelized easily because you can try computing

multiple hashes at the same time with different nonces. In 2010, a language called OpenCL was released. OpenCL

is a general purpose language to do things other than graphics on a GPU. It's a high level‐language and over time

people have used it to run many types of computation more quickly on graphics cards. This paved the way for

mining on GPUs.

Mining with graphics cards had several attractive properties at the time. For one thing, they are easily available and

easy for amateurs to set up. You can order graphics cards online or buy them at most big consumer electronics

stores. They’re the most accessible high‐end hardware that's available to the general public. They also have some

properties  that  make  them specifically  good for  mining.  They're  designed for  parallelism so  they have  many

Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs) that can be used for simultaneous SHA‐256 computations. Some GPUs also have

specific instructions to do bitwise operations that are quite useful for SHA‐256. Most graphics cards can also be

overclocked, meaning you can run them faster than they're actually designed for if you want to take on the risk that

they might overheat or malfunction. This is a property gamers have demanded for years. With mining, it might be

profitable to run the chip much faster than it was designed for even if you induce a few errors by doing so.

Finally, you can drive many graphics cards from one motherboard and CPU. So you can take your computer, which

will be running your actual node which gathers transactions from the network and assembles blocks, and attach

multiple graphics cards to it to try to find the right nonces to make the SHA‐256 of the block valid. Many people

created some really interesting home‐brewed setups like this one shown in figure below, to drive many, many



GPUs from a single CPU. This was still in the early days of Bitcoin when miners were still mostly hobbyists

without much experience running servers, but they came up with some quite ingenious designs for how to pack

many graphics cards into a small place and keep them cool enough to operate.

FPGA Mining: Around 2011, some miners started switching from GPUs to FPGAs, or Field Programmable Gate

Arrays, after the first implementation of Bitcoin mining came out in Verilog, a hardware design language that’s

used to program FPGAs. The general rationale behind FPGAs is to try to get close as possible to the performance

of custom hardware while also allowing the owner of the card to customize it or reconfigure it “in the field.” By

contrast, custom hardware chips are designed in a factory and do the same thing forever.

FPGAs offer better performance than graphics cards, particularly

on  “bit  fiddling”  operations  which  are  trivial  to  specify  on  an

FPGA. Cooling is also easier with FPGAs and, unlike a GPU, you

can theoretically use nearly all of the transistors on the card for

mining. Like with GPUs, you can pack many FPGAs together and

drive them from one central unit,  which is exactly what people

began to do. Overall, it was possible to build a big array of FPGAs

more neatly and cleanly than you could with graphics cards. Using an FPGA with a careful implementation, you

might get up to a GH/s, or one billion hashes per second. This is certainly a large performance gain over CPUs and

GPUs, but even if you had a hundred boards together, each with a 1 GH/s throughput, it would still take you about

100 years on average to find a Bitcoin block at the early‐2017 difficulty level.

Despite the performance gain, the days of FPGA mining were quite limited. Firstly, they were being driven harder

for Bitcoin mining, by being on all the time and overclocked than consumer grade FPGAs were really designed for.

Because of this, many people saw errors and malfunctions in their FPGAs as they were mining. It also turned out to

be difficult to optimize the 32‐bit addition step which is critical in doing SHA‐256. FPGAs are also less accessible‐



you can't buy them at most stores and there are fewer people who know how to program and set up an FPGA than a

GPU. Most importantly, even though FPGAs improved performance the cost‐per‐performance was only marginally

improved over  GPUs.  This  made  FPGA mining was  a  rather  short‐lived phenomenon.  Whereas  GPU mining

dominated for about a year or so, the days of FPGA mining were far more limited lasting only a few months before

custom ASICs arrived.

ASIC Mining: Mining today is dominated by ASICs, or application‐specific integrated circuits. These are chips

that were designed, built, and optimized for the sole purpose of mining cryptocurrency. There are a few big vendors

that  sell  these  to  consumers  with  a  good deal  of  variety:  you can  choose  between slightly  bigger  and more

expensive models, more compact models, as well as models with varying performance and energy consumption

claims.

Designing ASICs requires considerable expertise and their lead‐time is also quite long. Nevertheless, ASICs were

designed and produced surprisingly quickly. In fact, analysts have said that this may be the fastest turnaround time

in the history of integrated circuits from specifying a problem and to have a working chip in people's  hands.

Partially as a result of this, the first few generations of ASICs were quite buggy and most of them didn't quite

deliver the promised performance numbers. ASICs have since matured and there are now fairly reliable ASICs

available.

Up until 2014, the lifetime of ASICs was quite short due to the rapidly increasing network hash rate, with most

boards in the early ASIC era growing obsolete in about six months. Within this time, the bulk of the profits are

made up front. Often, miners will make half of the expected profits for the lifetime of the ASIC during just the first

six weeks. This meant shipping speed can become a crucial factor in making a profit. Due to the immaturity of the

industry though, consumers often experienced shipping delays with boards often nearly obsolete by the time they

arrived. 

Today’s Professional Mining: Today mining has mostly moved away from individuals and toward professional

mining centres. Exact details about how these centres operate are not very well known because companies want to

protect their setups to maintain a competitive advantage. Presumably, these operations maintain profitability by

buying slightly newer and more efficient ASICs than are available for general sale at a bulk discount. In Figure

below, we see a picture of a professional mining centre in the Republic of Georgia.



When determining where to set up a mining centre, the three biggest considerations are: climate, cost of electricity,

and network speed.  In  particular,  you want  a  cold climate  to  keep  cooling costs  low.  Cooling  is  particularly

challenging with mining, which is estimated to use an order of magnitude more electricity per square foot than

traditional data centres (and hence give off an order of magnitude more heat). You obviously want cheap electricity.

You also want  a fast  network connection to  be well  connected to other nodes in the Blockchain peer ‐to‐peer

network so that you can hear about new blocks as quickly as possible after they’ve been announced. Georgia and

Iceland have reportedly been popular destinations for mining data centres.

Energy Consumption and Ecology

We saw how large professional mining data centres have taken over the business of Bitcoin mining. Bitcoin mining

is starting to use a significant amount of energy which has become a topic of discussion. In this section we'll see

how much energy blockchain mining is using and what the implications are for both the currency and for our

planet. There are three steps in the process that requires energy, some of which may not be so obvious:

1. Embodied energy: First, mining equipment needs to be manufactured. This requires physical mining of raw

materials as well as turning these raw materials into a mining ASIC, both of which require energy. This is the

embodied energy. As soon as you receive a mining ASIC in the mail,  you've already consumed a lot of

energy, including the shipping energy, of course, before you've even powered it on. Hopefully, over time the

embodied energy will go down as less and less new capacity comes online. As fewer people are going out to

buy  new mining  ASICs,  they're  going  to  be  obsoleted  less  quickly,  and  the  embodied  energy  will  be

amortized over years and years of mining.

2. Electricity: When the ASIC is powered on and mining, it consumes electricity. As mining rigs get more

efficient,  the  electrical  energy  cost  will  go  down.  But  this  will  never  disappear;  electrical  energy

consumption will be a fact of life for miners forever.



3. Cooling: A third important component of mining that consumes energy is cooling off your equipment to

make sure that it doesn't malfunction. If you’re operating at a small scale in a very cold climate your cooling

cost might be trivial, but even in cold climates once you get enough ASICs in a small space you're going to

have to pay extra to cool off your equipment from all of the waste heat that it is generating. Generally, the

energy used to cool off mining equipment will also be in the form of electricity.

Mining Pools

Consider the economics of being a small miner. Suppose you're an individual who spent $5,000 of your hard‐
earned money to buy a nice, shiny, new Bitcoin mining rig. Say that the performance is such that you expect to find

a block every 14 months. Amortized, the expected revenue of your miner is perhaps $500 per month once you

factor in electricity and other operating costs. If you actually got a check in the mail every month for $500, it would

make a lot of sense to buy the mining rig. But remember that mining is a random process. You don't know when

you're going to find the next block, and until that happens, you won’t earn anything.

High Variance: If we look at the distribution of how many blocks you're likely to find in the first year, the variance

is  pretty  high  and the expected number  is  quite  low.  Because you find  blocks  at  a  fixed,  low rate  which  is

independent of the time since the last block you found, your expected number of blocks is very well approximated

by a Poisson distribution. A Poisson distribution arises if you have ‘N’ independent trials each with a chance λ/N of

success as N approaches infinity. With Bitcoin mining, each individual nonce attempted is in fact a random trial

with a small chance of success, so N is indeed very large even for small miners and the approximation is very good.

If you expect to find about 1 block per 14 months (a Poisson distribution with λ= 6/7 blocks/year), there's a greater

than 40% chance that  you won't  find any blocks within the first  year.  For an individual  miner,  this  could be

devastating. You spent thousands of dollars on the miner, paid lots in electricity to run it, and received nothing in

return. There's a roughly 36% chance that you'll find one block within the first year which means maybe you're

barely scraping by, provided your electricity costs weren’t too high. Finally, there's a smaller chance that you'll find

two or more blocks, in which case you might make out with a

nice profit.

These numbers are only approximate, but the main point here

is that even though on expectation you might be doing okay,

that is, earning enough to make a return on your investment,

the variance is sufficiently high that there's a big chance that

you'll  make  nothing  at  all.  For  a  small  miner,  this  means

mining is a major gamble.



Mining  Pools: Historically,  when  small  business  people  faced  a  lot  of  risk,  they  formed  mutual  insurance

companies to lower that risk. Farmers, for example, would get together and agree that if any individual farmer’s

barn burned down the others would share their profits with that farmer. Could we have a mutual insurance model

that works for small miners? A mining pool is exactly that - mutual insurance for miners. A group of miners will

form a pool and all attempt to mine a block with a designated coinbase recipient. That recipient is called the pool

manager. So, no matter who actually finds the block, the pool manager will receive the rewards. The pool manager

will take that revenue and distribute it to all the participants in the pool based on how much work each participant

actually performed. Of course, the pool manager will  also probably take some kind of cut for their service of

managing the pool.

Assuming everybody trusts the pool manager, this works great for lowering miners’ variance. But how does a pool

manager know how much work each member of the pool is actually performing? How can the pool manager divide

the revenue commensurate with the amount of work each miner is doing? Obviously the pool manager doesn't want

to just take everyone's word for it because people might claim that they’ve done more than they actually did.

Mining Shares: There's an elegant solution to this problem. Miners can prove probabilistically how much work

they're doing by outputting shares, or near‐valid blocks. Say the target is a number beginning with 67 zeros. A

block’s hash must be lower than the target for the block to be valid. In the process of searching for such a block,

miners will find some blocks with hashes beginning with a lot of zeros, but not quite 67. Miners can show these

nearly valid blocks to prove that they are indeed working. A share might require say 40 or 50 zeros, depending on

the type of miners the pool is geared for.

Figure above illustrates Mining Shares. Miners continually try to find blocks with a hash below the target. In the

process, they’ll find other blocks whose hashes contain fewer zeros but are still rare enough to prove that they have

been working hard. In this figure, the dull green hashes are shares, while the bright green hash is from a valid block

(which  is  also  a  valid  share).  The  pool  manager  will  also  run  a  node  on  behalf  of  participants,  collecting

transactions  and  assemble  them  into  a  block.  The  manager  will  include  their  own  address  in  the  coinbase

transaction and send the block to all of the participants in the pool. All pool participants work on this block, and

they prove that they've been working on it by sending in shares. When a member of the pool finds a valid block,



they send it to the pool manager who distributes the reward in proportion to the amount of work done. The miner

who actually finds the block is not awarded a special bonus, so if another miner did more work than, that other

miner will be paid more even though they weren’t the one who ended up finding a valid block.

Three participants pictured in the above figure are all working on the same block. They are awarded commensurate

with the amount of work done. Even though the miner on the right was the one to find the valid block, the miner on

the left is paid more since this miner did more work. There is (typically) no bonus paid to the miner who actually

finds the block.

There are a few options for exactly how exactly the pool manager calculates how much to pay each miner based on

the shares they submit. We’ll look at two of the common, simpler ones. There are many other schemes that are also

used, but these will illustrate the trade‐offs between reward schemes.

1. Pay‐per‐share: In the pay per share model, the pool manager pays a flat fee for every share above a certain

difficulty for the block that the pool is working on. In this model, miners can send their shares to the pool

manager right away and get paid without waiting for the pool to find a block. In some ways, the pay‐per‐
share model is the best for miners. They are guaranteed a certain amount of money every time they find a

share. The pool manager essentially absorbs all of the risk since they pay rewards even if a block is not

found.  Of course,  as a result  of  the increased risk,  in the pay‐per‐share model,  the pool  manager will

probably charge higher fees as compared with other models.

One problem with the pay‐per‐share model is that miners don’t actually have any incentive to send valid

blocks to the pool manager. That is, they can discard valid blocks but still be paid the same rewards, which

will cause a big loss to the pool. A malicious pool manager might attack a competing pool in this fashion to

try to drive them out of business.

2. Proportional: In the proportional model, instead of paying a flat fee per share, the amount of payment

depends on whether or not the pool actually found a valid block. Every time a valid block is found the

rewards from that block are distributed to the members proportional to how much work they actually did.



In the proportional model, the miners still bear some risk proportional to the risk of the pool in general. But

if the pool is large enough, the variance of how often the pool finds blocks will be fairly low. Proportional

pay-outs provide lower risk for the pool manager because they only pay out when valid blocks are found.

This  also  gets  around  the  problem  that  we  mentioned  with  the  pay‐per‐share  model,  as  miners  are

incentivized to send in the valid blocks that they find because that triggers revenue coming back to them.

The proportional model requires a little more work on behalf of the pool managers to verify, calculate, and

distribute rewards as compared to the flat pay‐per‐share model.

3. Pool Hopping: Even with just these two types of pools, we can see that miners might be incentivized to

switch between the pools  at  different  times.  To see this,  consider  that  a  purely proportional  pool  will

effectively pay out a larger amount per share if a block is found quickly, as it always pays one block reward

no matter how long it has been since the last block was found.

A clever miner might try mining in a proportional pool early in the cycle (just after the previous block was

found) while the rewards per share are relatively high, only to switch (“hop”) to a pay‐per‐share pool later

in the cycle, when the expected rewards from mining in the proportional pool are relatively low. As a result

of this, proportional pools aren’t really practical. to subtle pool hopping behaviour. It remains open how to

design a mining pool reward scheme that is not vulnerable to this kind of manipulation.





Chapter 6 - Smart Contracts & Ethereum

Ethereum

In Bitcoin’s case the distributed database is conceived of as a table of account balances, a ledger, and transactions

are transfers of the Bitcoin token to facilitate trust less finance between individuals. Over years, as Bitcoin began

attracting greater attention from developers and technologists, novel projects began to use the Bitcoin network for

purposes other than transfers of value tokens. Many of these took the form of “alt coins” - separate blockchains

with  cryptocurrencies  of  their  own  which  improved  on  the  original  Bitcoin  protocol  to  add  new features  or

capabilities. In late 2013, Ethereum’s inventor Vitalik Buterin proposed that a single blockchain with the capability

to be reprogrammed to perform any arbitrarily complex computation could subsume these many other projects. In

2014,  Ethereum founders  Vitalik  Buterin,  Gavin  Wood  and  Jeffrey  Wilcke  began  work  on  a  next-generation

blockchain that had the ambitions to implement a general, fully trust less smart contract platform.  The Ethereum

Frontier  network  was  launched  on  July  30th,  2015,  and  since  developers  began  writing  smart  contracts  and

decentralized apps to deploy on the live Ethereum network.

Ethereum is an open blockchain platform that lets anyone build and use decentralized applications that run on

blockchain technology. Like Bitcoin, no one controls or owns Ethereum – it is an open-source project built by

many people  around the world.  But  unlike the Bitcoin protocol,  Ethereum was designed to be adaptable  and

flexible. It is easy to create new applications on the Ethereum platform and it is safe for anyone to use those

applications.  One  thing  that  makes  Ethereum  really  special,  as  opposed  to  other  cryptocurrency  that  uses

blockchain technology, is that you can actually execute code on the blockchain in the same distributed way. So

now, instead of just using the blockchain as a glorified ledger, you can actually specify conditions under which a

person will be paid, and once those conditions are met, the money will automatically go to the person without any

outside interference (and in spite of anything that happens to one computer involved in the network). People call

these chunks of code as 'smart contracts', because it's code that represents an agreement that is able to enforce and

execute itself

Smart Contract

A contract  is  a  collection of  code (its  functions)  and data  (its  state)  that  resides  at  a  specific  address  on the

Ethereum blockchain. Contract accounts are able to pass messages between themselves as well as doing practically

Turing complete computation, which means that in a contract you would be able to code any logic that you can

code in regular programming languages like C, C++, and Java etc. and deploy it on blockchain in the form of smart

contract. 



Smart contracts provide everyone with ability to get into a contract, however complicated the terms of that contract

is, in a secure, immutable and autonomous manner. Contracts live on the blockchain in a Ethereum-specific binary

format called Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) bytecode. They are typically written in some high level language

such as Solidity and then compiled into bytecode to be uploaded on the blockchain. Let’s take an example to

understand how it works:-

Alice and Bob are betting 100 Coins that Roger Federer will be able to win 2 out of 4 Grand slam scheduled for the

year. Alice says No and Bob says Yes. They plan to use smart contract for this bet. After a year, smart contracts will

execute this bet automatically and whoever wins the bet will get the money in their account. Figure 3.6.1 provides

further details of the whole process.

Figure 3.6.1

Once successfully created, a smart contract is identified by a contract address (similar to account address in Bitcoin

blockchain). Each contract has a state, which consists of some amount of virtual coins (Ether in case of Ethereum)

called as balance, own private storage, and is associated with its predefined executable code. Contract code can

manipulate  variables  like  in  traditional  imperative  programs.  To invoke  a  contract  at  address  γ,  users  send a

transaction to the contract address. A transaction typically includes: payment (to the contract) for the execution (in

Ether) and/or input data for the invocation. 



Ethereum Virtual Machine

As we know that Ethereum is a programmable blockchain. Rather than giving users a set of pre-defined operations

(e.g. Bitcoin transactions), Ethereum allows users to create their own operations of any complexity they wish. In

this way, it serves as a platform for many different types of decentralized blockchain applications, including but not

limited to cryptocurrencies. Thus, in the narrow sense it refers to a suite of protocols that define a platform for

decentralised applications.

At the heart of it is the Ethereum Virtual Machine (“EVM”), which can execute code of arbitrary algorithmic

complexity. In computer science terms, Ethereum is “Turing complete”. This means that in a contract you would be

able to code any logic that you can code in regular programming languages like C, C++, Java etc. Developers can

create applications that run on the EVM using friendly programming languages modelled on existing languages

like JavaScript and Python.

Like any blockchain, Ethereum also includes a peer-to-peer network protocol. The Ethereum blockchain database is

maintained and updated by many nodes connected to the network. Each and every node of the network runs the

EVM and executes the same instructions. For this reason, Ethereum is sometimes described evocatively as a “world

computer”. This massive parallelisation of computing across the entire Ethereum network is not done to make

computation more efficient. In fact, this process makes computation on Ethereum far slower and more expensive

than on a traditional “computer”. Rather, every Ethereum node runs the EVM in order to maintain consensus across

the blockchain. Decentralized consensus gives Ethereum extreme levels of fault tolerance, ensures zero downtime,

and makes data stored on the blockchain forever unchangeable and censorship-resistant.

The  Ethereum platform itself  is  featureless  or  value-agnostic.  Similar  to  programming languages,  it  is  up  to

entrepreneurs and developers to decide what it should be used for. However, it is clear that certain application types

benefit  more  than  others  from  Ethereum’s  capabilities.  Specifically,  Ethereum  is suited  for  applications  that

automate direct interaction between peers or facilitate coordinated group action across a network . For example,

applications for coordinating peer-to-peer marketplaces, or the automation of complex financial contracts. 

Bitcoin allows for individuals to exchange cash without involving any middlemen like financial institutions, banks,

or governments. Ethereum’s impact may be more far-reaching. In theory, financial interactions or exchanges of any

complexity could be carried out automatically and reliably using code running on Ethereum. Beyond financial

applications, any environments where trust, security, and permanence are important – for instance, asset-registries,

voting, governance, and the internet of things – could be massively impacted by the Ethereum platform.



Ether

Although Ethereum brings general computations to the blockchain, it still makes use of a "coin". Its coin is called

"ether", and, as any coin, it is a number that can be stored into account addresses and can be spent or received as

part of transactions or block generation. To run certain transactions, users must spend Ether. But why is this the

case?

A Turing-complete language is a language that, by definition, can perform any computation. In other words, if there

is  an  algorithm  for  something,  it  can  express  it.  Ethereum  scripts,  called smart  contracts,  can  thus  run  any

computation.  Computations  are  run  as  part  of  a  transaction.  This  means  each  node  in  the  network  must  run

computations.  Any  machine  capable  of  running  a  Turing-complete  language  (i.e.  a  Turing  machine)  has  one

problem:  the halting  problem.  The  halting  problem  essentially  states  that  no  Turing  machine  can  determine

beforehand whether a program running in it will either terminate (halt) or run forever. In other words, the only way

of  finding out  if  a  piece of code loops forever or  not  is  by running that  code.  This poses a big problem for

Ethereum: no single node should get caught up in an infinite loop running a program. Doing so would essentially

stop the evolution of the blockchain and halt all transactions. But there is a way around that.

Since computation is costly, and in fact nodes which use their computation to produce blocks gets rewarded (as we

saw in Bitcoin), what better way to limit computations than by requiring ether for running them. Thus, Ethereum

solves the problem of denial of service attacks by malicious (or bugged) scripts that run forever. Every time a script

is run, the user requesting the script to run must set a limit of ether to spend in it. Ether is consumed by the script as

it runs. This is ensured by the virtual machine that runs the scripts. If the script cannot complete before running out

of ether,  it  is halted at that point.  In Ethereum the ether assigned to a script as a limit is known as  gas (as in

gasoline). As ether represents value, it can be converted to other coins. Exchanges exist to trade ether for other

coins. This gives ether a real money valuation, much like coins from Bitcoin.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halting_problem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_completeness


Chapter 7 - The Protocol

In Ethereum blockchain, every user is represented by an account. In general, there are two types of accounts: 

1. External  Account –  These  are  externally  owned accounts  which  are  created  when an  end user  joins

Ethereum blockchain network as a node by downloading Ethereum client. These accounts are controlled by

private keys. These accounts are used to carry out general transactions over the blockchain network and

also for deploying smart contract over the network. An externally owned account has no code and one can

send messages from an externally owned account by creating and signing a transaction

2. Internal Accounts – These accounts are created whenever a new contract is deployed over the blockchain.

Thus, each smart contract represents one internal account, and is also known as contract accounts.  These

accounts are autonomous in nature and can only be controlled by their own contract code. Every time the

contract account receives a message, its code activates, allowing it to read and write to internal storage and

send other messages or create contracts in turn.

Each account contains four fields:

1. The nonce, a counter used to make sure each transaction can only be processed once

2. The account's current ether balance

3. The account's contract code, if present

4. The account's storage (empty by default)

Each account also has a state which is an account statement that shows information related to accounts for its users.

For end user it  will  show information like how much balance is left,  last transaction made etc. and for smart

contract it will show information like how many times that contract has been executed, last time it got executed,

balance etc. 

Note that "contracts" in Ethereum should not be seen as something that should be "fulfilled" or "complied with";

rather, they are more like "autonomous agents" that live inside of the Ethereum execution environment, always

executing a specific piece of code when "poked" by a message or transaction, and having direct control over their

own ether balance and their own key/value store to keep track of persistent variables.



Transaction

The  term  "transaction"  used  in  Ethereum  ecosystem  refers  to  the  signed  data  package  to  be  sent  over  the

blockchain, from an externally owned account. Each transaction contains:

1. The recipient of the message

2. A signature identifying the sender

3. The amount of money (ether, in this case) to transfer from the sender to the recipient

4. An optional data field

5. A STARTGAS value, representing the maximum number of computational steps the transaction execution

is allowed to take

6. A GASPRICE value, representing the fee the sender pays per computational step

The first three are standard fields expected in any cryptocurrency. The data field has no function by default, but

EVM has an opcode with which a contract can access the data (Details on how exactly this process takes place is

covered in next chapter “Under the hood”). For example, if a contract is functioning as an on-blockchain domain

registration service, then it  may wish to interpret the data being passed to it.  Data would contain at least two

"fields" - the first field being a domain to register and the second field being the IP address to register it to. The

contract would read these values from the message data and appropriately place them in storage.

The STARTGAS and GASPRICE fields are crucial for Ethereum’s anti-denial of service model. In order to prevent

accidental or hostile infinite loops or other computational wastage in code, each transaction is required to set a limit

to how many computational steps of code execution it can use. The fundamental unit of computation is "gas".

Usually,  a  computational  step costs  1  gas  but  some operations  cost  higher  amounts  of  gas  as  they  are  more

computationally expensive, or increase the amount of data that must be stored as part of the state. There is also a

fee of 5 gas for every byte in the transaction data. The intent of the fee system is to require an attacker to pay

proportionately for every resource that they consume, including computation, bandwidth and storage; hence, any

transaction that leads to the network consuming a greater amount of any of these resources must have a gas fee

roughly proportional to the increment.



Messages

Contracts as mentioned earlier acts as an autonomous agents. If a contract as per its code needs to invoke other

contracts then they can do it by sending "messages" to other contracts. Messages are virtual objects that are never

serialized and exist only in the Ethereum execution environment. A message contains:

1. The sender of the message (implicit)

2. The recipient of the message

3. The amount of ether to transfer alongside the message

4. An optional data field

5. A STARTGAS value

Essentially, a message is like a transaction, except it is produced by a contract and not an external actor. A message

is produced when a contract currently executing code executes the CALL opcode, which produces and executes a

message. Like a transaction, a message leads to the recipient account running its code. Thus, contracts can have

relationships with other contracts in exactly the same way that external actors can.

Note  that  the  gas  allowance  assigned by  a  transaction  or  contract  applies  to  the  total  gas  consumed by that

transaction and all sub-executions. For example, if an external actor A sends a transaction to B with 1000 gas, and

B consumes 600 gas before sending a message to C, and the internal execution of C consumes 300 gas before

returning, then B can spend another 100 gas before running out of gas.

What is gas? 

As we know,  Ethereum implements  an execution environment  on the blockchain called the Ethereum Virtual

Machine (EVM). Every node participating in the network runs the EVM as part of the block verification protocol.

They go through the transactions  listed in  the  block they are  verifying and run the code as  triggered by the

transaction within the EVM. Each and every full  node in the network run the each transaction, does the same

calculations and stores the same values. 



Clearly Ethereum is not about optimising efficiency of computation. Its parallel processing is redundantly parallel.

This is to offer an efficient way to reach consensus on the system state without needing trusted third parties, oracles

or  violence  monopolies.  But  importantly  they  are  not  there  for  optimal  computation.  The  fact  that  contract

executions are redundantly replicated across nodes naturally makes them expensive, which generally creates an

incentive not to use the blockchain for computation that can be done off-chain. 

As we know that, every instruction is executed on every node of the network whenever a contract is executed after

being triggered by a message or transaction. All this comes with a cost. For every executed operation there is a

specified cost, expressed in a number of gas units.

Gas is the name for the execution fee that senders of transactions need to pay for every operation made on an

Ethereum blockchain. The name gas is inspired by the view that this fee acts as “Cryptofuel”, driving the motion of

smart contracts. Gas is purchased for ether from the miners that execute the code. To get gas you simply need to

add ether to your account. The Ethereum clients automatically purchase gas for your ether in the amount you

specify as your maximum expenditure for the transaction. It’s important to mention here that Gas and ether are

decoupled deliberately since units of gas align with computation units which are having a natural cost, while the

price of ether generally fluctuates as a result of market forces. However, both are mediated by a free market. The

price of gas is actually decided by the miners, who can refuse to process a transaction with a lower gas price than

their minimum limit. 

The Ethereum protocol charges a fee per computational step that is executed in a contract or transaction to prevent

deliberate attacks and abuse on the Ethereum network. Every transaction is required to include a gas limit and a fee

that it is willing to pay per gas. Miners have the choice of including the transaction and collecting the fee or not. If

the total amount of gas used by the computational steps spawned by the transaction, including the original message

and any sub-messages that may be triggered, is less than or equal to the gas limit, then the transaction is processed.

If the total gas exceeds the gas limit, then all changes are reverted, except that the transaction still remains valid and

the fee is still collected by the miner. This is due the reason that each miner has spent some of their computing

power in executing your transaction and should be reimbursed for it, no matter the transaction ran out of gas

midway. All excess gas not used by the transaction execution is reimbursed to the sender as Ether. You do not need

to worry about overspending, since you are only charged for the gas you consume. This means that it is useful as

well as safe to send transactions with a gas limit well above the estimates.

Estimating transaction costs 

The total ether cost of a transaction is based on 2 factors: gasUsed & gasPrice (in ether) 

Total cost =  gasUsed * gasPrice



gasUsed: Each operation in the EVM is assigned a number of how much gas it consumes. gasUsed is the sum of all

the gas for all the operations executed. For estimating gasUsed, there is an estimateGas API that can be used but

has some caveats.

gasPrice: A user constructs and signs a transaction, and each user may specify whatever gasPrice they desire, which

can  even  be  zero.  However,  when  the  Ethereum client  was  launched,  it   had  a  default  gasPrice  of  0.05e12

wei(10^18 wei = 1 ETH) . As miners optimize for their revenue, if most transactions are being submitted with a

gasPrice of 0.05e12 wei, it would be difficult to convince a miner to accept a transaction that specified a lower, or

zero, gasPrice.

Blockchain State 

A blockchain state (σ) is a mapping from addresses to accounts; the state of an account at address γ is σ[γ]. While

Bitcoin only has normal accounts which hold some coins, Ethereum additionally supports smart contract accounts

which have coins, executable code and persistent (private) storage. Conceptually, Ethereum can be viewed as a

transaction-based  state  machine,  where  its  state  is  updated  after  every  transaction .   Figures   below,   show   the

Ethereum state transition process



                   

Figure 3.7.1

Ethereum State Transition Function

The Ethereum state transition function, APPLY(S, TX) -> S' can be defined as follows:

1. Check if the transaction is well-formed (i.e. has the right number of values), the signature is valid, and the

account nonce matches the nonce in the sender's account. If not, return an error.

2. Calculate the transaction fee as STARTGAS * GASPRICE, and determine the sending address from the

signature. Subtract the fee from the sender's account balance and increment the sender's nonce. If there is

not enough balance to spend, return an error.

3. Initialize GAS = STARTGAS, and take off a certain quantity of gas per byte to pay for the bytes in the

transaction.

4. Transfer the transaction value from the sender's account to the receiving account. If the receiving account

does  not  yet  exist,  create  it.  If  the  receiving  account  is  a  contract,  run  the  contract's  code  either  to

completion or until the execution runs out of gas.

5. If the value transfer failed because the sender did not have enough money, or the code execution ran out of

gas, revert all state changes except the payment of the fees, and add the fees to the miner's account.



6. Otherwise, refund the fees for all remaining gas to the sender, and send the fees paid for gas consumed to

the miner.

Let’s take an example to understand it in details. Suppose that the contract's code is:

                                 { 
                                        if !self.storage[calldataload(0)]:
                                               self.storage[calldataload(0)] = calldataload(32)
                                 }

Note that in reality the contract code is written in the low-level EVM code; this example is written in Serpent, one

of high-level languages, for clarity, and can be compiled down to EVM code. Suppose that the contract's storage

starts off empty, and a transaction is sent with 10 ether value, 2000 gas, 0.001 ether gasprice, and 64 bytes of data,

with bytes 0-31 representing the number 2 and bytes 32-63 representing the string CHARLIE. The process for the

state transition function in this case is as follows:

1. Check that the transaction is valid and well formed.

2. Check that the transaction sender has at least 2000 * 0.001 = 2 ether. If it is, then subtract 2 ether from the

sender's account.

3. Initialize gas = 2000; assuming the transaction is 170 bytes long and the byte-fee is 5, subtract 850 so that

there is 1150 gas left.

4. Subtract 10 more ether from the sender's account, and add it to the contract's account.

5. Run the code. In this case, this is simple: it checks if the contract's storage at index 2is used, notices that it

is not,  and so it  sets the storage at index 2 to the value CHARLIE. Suppose this takes 187 gas, so the

remaining amount of gas is 1150 - 187 = 963

6. Add 963 * 0.001 = 0.963 ether back to the sender's account, and return the resulting state.

If there was no contract at the receiving end of the transaction, then the total transaction fee would simply be equal

to the provided GASPRICE multiplied by the length of the transaction in bytes, and the data sent alongside the

transaction would be irrelevant.

Note that messages work equivalently to transactions in terms of reverts: if a message execution runs out of gas,

then that message's execution, and all other executions triggered by that execution, revert, but parent executions do

not need to revert. This means that it is "safe" for a contract to call another contract, as if A calls B with G gas then

A's execution is guaranteed to lose at most G gas. Finally, note that there is an opcode,  CREATE, that creates a



contract; its execution mechanics are generally similar to CALL, with the exception that the output of the execution

determines the code of a newly created contract.

Code Execution

The code in Ethereum contracts is written in a low-level, stack-based bytecode language, referred to as "Ethereum

virtual  machine code" or "EVM code".  The code consists of  a series of bytes,  where each byte represents an

operation. In general, code execution is an infinite loop that consists of repeatedly carrying out the operation at the

current program counter (which begins at zero) and then incrementing the program counter by one, until the end of

the code is reached or an error or STOP or RETURN instruction is detected. These operations have access to three

types of space in which to store data:

1. The stack, a last-in-first-out container to which values can be pushed and popped

2. Memory, an infinitely expandable byte array

3. The  contract's  long-term storage,  a  key/value  store.  Unlike  stack  and  memory,  which  reset  after

computation ends, storage persists for the long term.

The code can also access the value in transaction, sender information, data of the incoming message, and block

header data. 

The formal execution model of EVM code is surprisingly simple. While the Ethereum virtual machine is running,

its full computational state can be defined as follows:-

State = tuple (block_state, transaction, message, code, memory, stack, pc, gas)

Here, block_state is the global state containing all accounts, including balances and storage. 

At the start of every round of execution, the current instruction is found by taking the  PCth (Program Counter) byte

of code and each instruction has its own definition in terms of how it affects the tuple. For example, ADD pops two

items off the stack and pushes their sum, reduces gas by 1 and increments pc by 1, and SSTORE pops the top two

items off the stack and inserts the second item into the contract's storage at the index specified by the first item.

Although there are many ways to optimize Ethereum virtual machine execution via just-in-time compilation, a

basic implementation of Ethereum can be done in a few hundred lines of code.

Ethereum Blockchain Mining



Figure 3.7.2

The  Ethereum  blockchain  is  in  many  ways  similar  to  the  Bitcoin  blockchain,  although  it  does  have  some

differences. The main difference between Ethereum and Bitcoin with regard to the blockchain architecture is that,

unlike Bitcoin, Ethereum blocks contain a copy of both the transaction list and the most recent state. Aside from

that, two other values, the block number and the difficulty, are also stored in the block. The basic block validation

algorithm in Ethereum is as follows:

1. Check if the previous block referenced exists and is valid.

2. Check that the timestamp of the block is greater than that of the referenced previous block and less than 15

minutes into the future

3. Check that  the  block  number,  difficulty,  transaction  root,  uncle  root  and  gas  limit  (various  low-level

Ethereum-specific concepts) are valid.

4. Check that the proof of work on the block is valid.

5. Let S[0] be the state at the end of the previous block.

6. Let TX be  the  block's  transaction  list,  with n transactions.  For  all i in 0...n-1,  set S[i+1]  =

APPLY(S[i],TX[i]) . If any application returns an error, or if the total gas consumed in the block up until

this point exceeds the GASLIMIT, return an error.

7. Let S_FINAL be S[n]. Check if the Merkle tree root of the state S_FINAL is equal to the final state root

provided in the block header. If it is, the block is valid; otherwise, it is not valid.

The approach may seem highly inefficient at first glance, because it needs to store the entire state with each block,

but in reality efficiency should be comparable to that of Bitcoin. The reason is that the state is stored in the tree



structure, and after every block only a small part of the tree needs to be changed. Thus, in general, between two

adjacent blocks the vast majority of the tree should be the same, and therefore the data can be stored once and

referenced twice using pointers (i.e. hashes of sub-trees). A special kind of tree known as a "Patricia tree" is used to

accomplish this. It is a modification to the Merkle tree concept that allows for nodes to be inserted and deleted, and

not just changed, efficiently. Additionally, because all of the state information is part of the last block, there is no

need to store the entire blockchain history  a strategy which, if it could be applied to Bitcoin, can be calculated to

provide   520x   savings   in   space.   For   transaction   validation,   one   doesn’t   need   to   traverse   through   the   whole

blockchain, instead just take a look at the latest state

A commonly asked question is "where" contract code is executed, in terms of physical hardware. This has a simple

answer: the process of executing contract code is part of the definition of the state transition function, which is part

of the block validation algorithm. So if a transaction is added into block B, the code execution spawned by that

transaction will be executed by all nodes.

Other Important Concepts-

Further along the chapter we would be discussing concepts which have evolved over time in various disciplines and

have been used in developing Ethereum blockchain protocol. These concepts would help the reader to understand

the technical level discussions on Ethereum blockchain and would enhances the understanding of the blockchain to

a deeper level.

Recursive Length Prefix (RLP)

RLP ("recursive length prefix") encoding is the main serialization format used in Ethereum, and is used everywhere

- for blocks, transactions, account state data and wire protocol messages. RLP is most often used in Ethereum while

sending data over the wire and when saving the state in a Patricia Tree

RLP is intended to be a highly minimalistic serialization format; its sole purpose is to store nested arrays of bytes.

Unlike protobuf, BSON and other existing solutions, RLP does not attempt to define any specific data types such as

booleans, floats, doubles or even integers; instead, it simply exists to store structure, in the form of nested arrays,

and leaves it up to the protocol to determine the meaning of the arrays. Key/value maps are also not explicitly

supported; the semi-official suggestion for supporting key/value maps is to represent such maps as [[k1, v1], [k2,

v2], ...] where k1, k2... are sorted using the standard ordering for strings.

Merkle Patricia Trees

The Merkle Patricia tree/trie, previously envisioned by Alan Reiner and implemented in the Ripple protocol, is the

primary data structure of Ethereum, and is used to store all account state, as well as transactions and receipts in



each block. The MPT is a combination of a Merkle tree and Patricia tree, taking the elements of both to create a

structure that has both of the following properties:

1. Every  unique  set  of  key/value  pairs  maps  uniquely  to  a  root  hash,  and  it  is  not  possible  to  spoof

membership of a key/value pair in a trie (unless an attacker has ~2^128 computing power)

2. It is possible to change, add or delete key/value pairs in logarithmic time

This gives us a way of providing an efficient, easily updateable, "fingerprint" of our entire state tree. Specific

design decisions in the MPT include:

1. Having two classes of nodes - kv nodes and diverge nodes. The presence of kv nodes increases efficiency

because if a tree is sparse in a particular area the kv node will serve as a "shortcut" removing the need to

have a tree of depth 64.

2. Making diverge nodes hexary and not binary: This was done to improve lookup efficiency. We now

recognize that this choice was suboptimal, as the lookup efficiency of a hexary tree can be simulated in a

binary paradigm by storing nodes batched. 

3. No distinction between empty value  and non-membership:  This  was  done  for  simplicity,  and  also

because it works well with Ethereum's default values that are unset (eg. balances). Unset values generally

mean zero and the empty strings also represent zero. However, it sacrifices some generality and is thus

slightly suboptimal.

4. Distinction between terminating and non-terminating nodes: Technically, the "is this node terminating"

flag is unnecessary, as all tries in Ethereum are used to store static key lengths, but it has been kept anyway

to  increase  generality,  hoping  that  the  Ethereum  MPT implementations  will  be  used  as-is  by  other

cryptographic protocols.

5. Using sha3(k) as the key in the "secure tree" (used in the state and account storage trie): This makes

it much more difficult to DoS the trie by setting up maximally unfavourable chains of diverge nodes 64

levels deep and repeatedly calling SLOAD and SSTORE on them. Note that this makes it more difficult to

enumerate the tree; if you want to have enumeration capability in your client, the simplest approach is to

maintain a database mapping sha3(k) -> k.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radix_tree
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merkle_tree


Zero Knowledge sum

This is a cryptographic technique using which one party (prover) can prove to another party(verifier) that a given

statement is true, without conveying any information about that statement except whether it’s true or not. Lets look

at below example to understand it

      

 Peggy randomly takes either path A or B, while Victor waits outside

 Victor chooses an exit path from A and B

   

 Peggy reliably appears at the exit Victor chose

Figure 3.7.3

There is a well-known story presenting the fundamental ideas of zero-knowledge proofs, first published by Jean-

Jacques Quisquater and others in their paper "How to Explain Zero-Knowledge Protocols to Your Children".  It is

common practice to label the two parties in a zero-knowledge proof as Peggy (the prover of the statement) and

Victor (the verifier of the statement).

In this story, Peggy has uncovered the secret word used to open a magic door in a cave. The cave is shaped like a

ring, with the entrance on one side and the magic door blocking the opposite side. Victor wants to know whether

Peggy knows the secret word; but Peggy, being a very private person, does not want to reveal her knowledge (the

secret word) to Victor or to reveal the fact of her knowledge to the world in general.

They label the left and right paths from the entrance A and B. First, Victor waits outside the cave as Peggy goes in.

Peggy takes either path A or B; Victor is not allowed to see which path she takes. Then, Victor enters the cave and



shouts the name of the path he wants her to use to return, either A or B, chosen at random. Providing she really does

know the magic word, this is easy: she opens the door, if necessary, and returns along the desired path.

However, suppose she did not know the word. Then, she would only be able to return by the named path if Victor

were to give the name of the same path by which she had entered. Since Victor would choose A or B at random, she

would have a 50% chance of guessing correctly. If they were to repeat this trick many times, say 20 times in a row,

her chance of successfully anticipating all of Victor's requests would become vanishingly small (about one in a

million). Thus, if Peggy repeatedly appears at the exit Victor names, he can conclude that it is very probable,

astronomically probable, that Peggy does in fact know the secret word.

One side note with respect to third party observers: Even if Victor is wearing a hidden camera that records the

whole transaction, the only thing the camera will record is in one case Victor shouting "A!" and Peggy appearing at

A or in the other case Victor shouting "B!" and Peggy appearing at B. A recording of this type would be trivial for

any two people to fake (requiring only that Peggy and Victor agree beforehand on the sequence of A's and B's that

Victor will shout). Such a recording will certainly never be convincing to anyone but the original participants. In

fact, even a person who was present as an observer at the original experiment would be unconvinced, since Victor

and Peggy might have orchestrated the whole "experiment" from start to finish.

Further notice that if Victor chooses his A's and B's by flipping a coin on-camera, this protocol loses its zero-

knowledge property; the on-camera coin flip would probably be convincing to any person watching the recording

later. Thus, although this does not reveal the secret word to Victor, it does make it possible for Victor to convince

the  world  in  general  that  Peggy  has  that  knowledge,  counter  to  Peggy's  stated  wishes.  However,  digital

cryptography generally "flips coins" by relying on a pseudo-random number generator, which is akin to a coin with

a fixed pattern of heads and tails known only to the coin's owner. If Victor's coin behaved this way, then again it

would  be  possible  for  Victor  and  Peggy to  have  faked the  "experiment",  so  using  a  pseudo-random number

generator would not reveal Peggy's knowledge to the world in the same way using a flipped coin would.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudo-random_number_generator


Chapter 8 – Ethereum Architecture & Working

Till now we understand that in Ethereum ecosystem the state of the blockchain changes with every transaction or

message. Group of these new transactions are mined into a block by miners and stored as part of blockchain.

This section will get into the depth of this process and would pinpoint the inner working of this whole system. 

The complete process is broadly divided into 3 parts. 

1. Blockchain State 

2. EVM Execution Environment

3. Block Structure

Blockchain State 

Figure 3.8.1



It is to be noted that at any point in time, current state of the system is stored in the latest block of blockchain.

There are three types of states in the system: World state, Machine state and Account state

World Sate - 

The world state is a mapping between account addresses (160-bit identifiers) and account states (a data structure

serialized as RLP). Though not stored on the blockchain, it is assumed that the implementation will maintain this

mapping in a modified Merkle Patricia tree aka trie. The trie requires a simple database backend that maintains a

mapping of bytearrays to bytearrays; this underlying database is known as the state database. This has a number of

benefits;

 Firstly, the root node of this structure is cryptographically dependent on all internal data and its hash is

used as a secure identity for the entire system state. 
 Secondly, being an immutable data structure, it allows any previous state (whose root hash is known) to be

recalled by simply altering the root hash accordingly. Since we store all such root hashes in the blockchain,

we are able to trivially revert to old states.

Account state comprises the following four fields: 

1. nonce: A scalar value equal to the number of transactions sent from this address or, in the case of accounts

with associated code, the number of contract-creations made by this account. 

2. balance: A scalar value equal to the number of Wei owned by this address 

3. storageRoot: A 256-bit hash of the root node of a Merkle Patricia tree that encodes the storage contents of

the account (a mapping between 256-bit  integer values),  encoded into the trie as a mapping from the

Keccak 256-bit hash of the 256-bit integer keys to the RLP-encoded 256-bit integer values. 

4. codeHash: The hash of the EVM code of this account - this is the code that gets executed should this

address receive a message call; it is immutable and thus, unlike all other fields, cannot be changed after

construction. All such code fragments are contained in the state database under their corresponding hashes

for later retrieval. If the codeHash field is the Keccak-256 hash of the empty string then the node represents

a simple account, sometimes referred to as a “noncontract” account.

Transaction - 

A transaction is  a single cryptographically signed instruction constructed by an actor external  to the scope of

Ethereum. While it is assumed that the ultimate external actor will be human in nature, software tools will be used

in its construction and dissemination.



There are two types of transactions: those which result in message calls and those which result in the creation of

new accounts with associated code (known informally as ‘contract creation’). 

Both types specify a number of common fields: 

1. nonce: A scalar value equal to the number of transactions sent by the sender; formally Tn. gasPrice: A

scalar value equal to the number of Wei to be paid per unit of gas for all computation costs incurred as a

result of the execution of this transaction.
2. gasLimit:  A scalar  value equal  to  the  maximum amount  of gas that  should be used in executing this

transaction. This is paid up-front, before any computation is done and may not be increased later; formal. 
3. to: The 160-bit address of the message call’s recipient.
4. value: A scalar value equal to the number of Wei to be transferred to the message call’s recipient or, in the

case of contract creation, as an endowment to the newly created account. 
5. v, r, s: Values corresponding to the signature of the transaction and used to determine the sender of the

transaction.

Additionally, a contract creation transaction contains: 

init: An unlimited size byte array specifying the EVM-code for the account initialization procedure.  init is an

EVM-code fragment; it returns the body, a second fragment of code that executes each time the account receives a

message call (either through a transaction or due to the internal execution of code).  init is executed only once at

account creation and gets discarded immediately thereafter.

In contrast, a message call transaction contains: 

data: An unlimited size byte array specifying the input data of the message call.

Transaction Receipt -

It is encoded information concerning its execution. Purpose of keeping transaction receipt information is to form a

zero-knowledge proof (for miner to verify a transaction without knowing exactly the details about it), or index and

search a transaction quickly. Each receipt is placed in an index-keyed trie and the root recorded in the header. 

The transaction receipt is a tuple of four items comprising the post-transaction state, the cumulative gas used in the

block containing the transaction receipt as of immediately after the transaction has happened, the set of logs created

through execution of the transaction and the Bloom filter composed from information in those logs.



EVM Execution Environment 

Figure 3.8.2

Nonce-
A 64-bit hash, which proves combined with
the mix-hash that a sufficient amount of 
computation
has been carried out on block creation; 



The execution model specifies how the system state is altered given a series of bytecode instructions and a small

tuple of environmental data. This is specified through a formal model of a virtual state machine, known as the

Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). It is a quasi-Turing complete machine; the quasi qualification comes from the

fact  that  the  computation is  intrinsically  bounded through a  parameter,  gas,  which limits  the  total  amount  of

computation done.

The EVM is a simple stack-based architecture. The word size of the machine (and thus size of stack item) is 256-

bit. This was chosen to facilitate the Keccak-256 hash scheme and elliptic-curve computations. The memory model

is  a  simple  word-addressed  byte  array.  The  stack  has  a  maximum  size  of  1024.  The  machine  also  has  an

independent storage model; this is similar in concept to the memory but rather than a byte array, it is a word

addressable word array. Unlike memory, which is volatile, storage is non-volatile and is maintained as part of the

system state. All locations in both storage and memory are well-defined initially as zero.

The  machine  does  not  follow the  standard  von  Neumann  architecture.  Rather  than  storing  program code  in

generally-accessible memory or storage, it is stored separately in a virtual ROM, which can be interacted with only

through a specialized instruction.

The  machine  can  have  exceptional  execution  for  several  reasons,  including  stack  underflows  and  invalid

instructions.

Execution Environment-

In addition to the system state, and the remaining gas for computation g, there are several other pieces of important

information used in the execution environment that the execution agent must provide; 

These are contained in the tuple I:

1. Ia, the address of the account which owns the code that is executing.
2. Io, the sender address of the transaction that originated this execution.
3. Ip, the price of gas in the transaction that originated this execution.
4. Id, the byte array that is the input data to this execution; if the execution agent is a transaction, this would

be the transaction data.
5. Is, the address of the account which caused the code to be executing; if the execution agent is a transaction,

this would be the transaction sender.
6. Iv, the value, in Wei, passed to this account as ,part of the same procedure as execution; if the execution

agent is a transaction, this would be the transaction value.
7. Ib, the byte array that is the machine code to be executed.
8. IH, the block header of the present block.
9. Ie, the depth of the present message-call or contract-creation (i.e. the number of CALLs or CREATEs being

executed at present).



The execution model defines a function, which can compute the resultant state, the remaining gas, the suicide lists,

the log series, the refunds and the resultant output.

Execution Overview -  

We must now define the function. In most practical implementations, this is modelled as an iterative progression of

the pair comprising the full system state, machine state.

Formally, we define it recursively with a function X. This uses an iterator function O (which defines the result of a

single cycle of the state machine) together with functions Z which determines if the present state is an  exceptional

halting state of the machine and H, specifying the output data of the instruction if and only if the present state is a

normal halting state of the machine. (Please refer Fig 3.8.2)

Machine State- The machine state is defined as the tuple containing, the gas available, the program counter (pc)  ,

the memory contents, the active number of words in memory (counting continuously from position 0), and the

stack contents.  

Exceptional Halting- The exceptional halting function Z states that the execution is in an exceptional halting state 

 If there is insufficient gas,
 If the instruction is invalid (and therefore its subscript is undefined), 
 If there are insufficient stack items,
 If a JUMP/JUMPI destination is invalid or the new stack size would be larger than 1024

Block Header 

The block in Ethereum is the collection of relevant pieces of information (known as the block header), H, together

with information corresponding to the comprised transactions, T, and a set of other block headers U that are known

to have a parent equal to the present block's parent's parent (such blocks are known as ommers). 

The block header contains following pieces of information:



parentHash:  The  Keccak  256-bit  hash  of  the  parent

block's header, in its entirety; formally Hp.

ommersHash:  The Keccak 256-bit  hash of the  ommers

list  portion of this  block;  formally Ho. beneficiary:  The

160-bit  address  to  which  all  fees  collected  from  the

successful  mining of  this  block be transferred;  formally

Hc.

stateRoot: The Keccak 256-bit hash of the root node of

the  state  trie,  after  all  transactions  are  executed  and

finalisations applied; formally Hr. 

transactionsRoot:  The Keccak 256-bit  hash of the  root

node of the trie structure populated with each transaction

in the transactions list portion of the block; formally Ht.

receiptsRoot: The Keccak 256-bit hash of the root node of

the  trie  structure  populated  with  the  receipts  of  each

transaction  in  the  transactions  list  portion  of  the  block;

formally He.

logsBloom:  The  Bloom filter  composed from indexable

information (logger address and log topics) contained in

each log entry from the receipt of each transaction in the

transactions list; formally Hb.

dificulty:  A scalar  value  corresponding to  the  difficulty

level  of  this  block.  This  can  be  calculated  from  the

previous  block's  difficulty  level  and  the  timestamp;

formally Hd. 

number: A scalar value equal to the number of ancestor

blocks. The genesis block has a number of zero; formally

Hi.

gasLimit: A scalar value equal to the current limit of gas expenditure per block; formally Hl.

gasUsed: A scalar value equal to the total gas used in transactions in this block; formally Hg.

timestamp: A scalar value equal to the reasonable output of Unix's time() at this block's inception; formally Hs.
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extraData: An arbitrary byte array containing data relevant to this block. This must be 32 bytes or fewer; formally

Hx.

mixHash: A 256-bit hash which proves combined  with the nonce that a sufficient amount of computation has been

carried out on this block; formally Hm.

nonce: A 64-bit hash which proves combined with the mix-hash that a sufficient amount of computation has been

carried out on this block; formally Hn.

The other two components in the block are simply a list of ommer block headers (of the same format as above) and

a series of the transactions. 







Use cases

In this section of the book we will follow a different approach for all the use cases in order to strike a balance

between the possible and the practical and provide holistic coverage for each of the sector that a use case belongs

to. It will help us to consider how the structure of each of the industry might be transformed by Blockchain. 

BFSI

Let’s begin with financials services – A sector which is slated to be impacted most by Blockchain technology.
Blockchain  has  great  potential  to  drive  simplicity  and  efficiency  through  the  establishment  of  new financial

services infrastructure and processes. It is essential to know that Blockchain is not a panacea; instead it should be

viewed  as  one  of  many  technologies  that  will  form  the  foundation  of  next-generation  financial  services

infrastructure. 

Payments 

A payment refers to the process of transferring value from one individual or organization to another in exchange for

goods, services or the fulfilment of a legal obligation. Global payments are an expansion of that concept, in which

payments can be completed across geographical borders through multiple fiat currencies. The focus of this use case

is on low value - high volume payments from an individual/business to an individual via banks or money transfer

operators. These transfers are more commonly known as remittances 

Overview

 Business is growing fast and steadily : The   global payments

volume is  increasing at  an approximate  rate  of 5% yearly

worldwide and will  reach an estimated US$ 601 billion in

2016.1 Revenue is growing in all regions, especially in Asia

where China will  likely surpass Brazil  as the third largest

payment area after the United States and the Eurozone
 Profit  margins  are  high:  The  average  cost  to  the  final

customer (money sender) is 7.68% of the amount transferred
 Newcomers are arriving: Non-bank transactions are reaching

up to 10% of the total payments volume







Trade Finance

Trade  finance  is  the  process  by  which  importers  and  exporters  mitigate  trade  risk  though  the  use  of  trusted

intermediaries. FIs serve as the trusted intermediary providing assurance to sellers (in the event the buyer doesn't



pay)  and  contract  certainty  to  buyers  (in  the  event  that  goods  are  not  received).  Regardless  of  counterparty

performance, payment and delivery terms (e.g. prepayment, piecemeal or upon delivery) are documented in a letter

of credit or open account contract vehicle. FIs command a fee for documentation/oversight of payment terms and

for taking on the risk position of either the importer or exporter.

Overview

 Financing dominates world trade: Today’s trade operations are

facilitated through financing. US$ 18 trillion of annual trade

transactions involve some form of finance (credit, insurance or

guarantee)
 The trade finance market is large: Since financing has become

such  an  integral  part  of  trading,  the  market  has  grown

substantially to more than US$ 10 trillion annually
 Blockchain  has  the  potential  to  optimize  the  regulatory  and

operations costs of trade finance. 







Compliance



FIs are responsible for complying with and reporting on a multitude of regulatory requirements. These activities

may be executed internally by a functional area within the organization or via a third party. Audit, tax, CCAR and

routine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filing (10K/10Q) are just a few compliance-related activities

that add additional cost to FIs’ annual spend.

Overview

 Compliance costs are high:  Compliance activities are a
major portion of the cost overhead FIs deal with. In 2014
the largest FIs spent US$ 4 billion in compliance-related
activities

 Auditing costs are high:  Auditing represents one of the
largest  annual  compliance  costs  for  FIs.  On  average,
public companies paid in excess of US$ 7.1 million in
audit fees in 2013

 DLT has the potential to increase operational efficiencies
and provide regulators with enhanced enforcement tools.
This  use  case  focuses  on  the  key  opportunities  in  the
financial  statement  audit  process  to  highlight  an
automated compliance solution









Investment Management: Proxy Voting

Proxy voting facilitates remote investor voting on topics discussed during annual corporate shareholder meetings

without  requiring  attendance.  To  ensure  investors  are  able  to  make  an  informed  decision,  corporations  are

responsible for distributing proxy statements. Currently, a third party is responsible for delivering these statements

to investors in partnership with intermediaries that  track order execution. Investors conduct  a manual analysis

before casting their vote directly to the third party.

Overview

 Retail  investor  participation  is  low  compared  to
institutional investor participation: On average, institutions
voted 83% of their shares, while retail investors voted 28%
of their shares1

 As a result, significant participation in elections is lacking
each  year:  From  1  July  to  31  December  2016,
approximately 24 billion shares remained “un-voted” as a
result of this turnout

 Efforts are being launched to improve retail participation:
As investor activism strengthens, leadership is recognizing
the need to engage all shareholders throughout the voting
process

 DLT has the potential to transfer value irrefutably. This use
case  highlights  the  key  opportunities  to  improve  retail
investor participation in proxy voting









Equity Post – Trade

Equity post-trade processes enable buyers and sellers to exchange details, approve transactions, change records of

ownership and exchange securities/cash. These processes are initiated after an investor receives confirmation of an

executed trade from the exchange. Central Securities Depositories (CSDs), working in partnership with custodians,

match trades and validate investor credentials. After successful validation, Central Clearing Counterparties (CCPs)

net  all  transactions  and transfer  cash/equity to  all  involved custodians.  Custodians  store  assets  in  safekeeping

accounts in partnership with CSDs, who are responsible for initiating asset servicing (e.g. income distribution and

proxy voting) as required.

Overview

 Significant volume exists within the equity market: The NYSE,
for example, processes millions of trades and billions of shares
each day

 Processes are time-intensive: Following confirmation of a trade,
post-trade settlement and clearing processes take anywhere from
one to three days to complete (depending on the market)

 DLT has the potential to improve the efficiency of asset transfer.
This  use  case  highlights  the  key  opportunities  to  streamline
clearing and settlement processes in cash equities









Energy

Most  use  cases  mostly  leverage  the  Blockchain’s  functionality  to  provide  a  distributed  and  secure  record  of

transaction  data  accessible  to  all  participants  (e.g.  documentation  of  ownership,  metering  and  billing  of



consumption).  But  the  key  application  of  Blockchain  in  energy  sector  is  to  develop  a  decentralised  energy

transaction and supply system. First let’s take an overview of applications of Blockchain in Energy Sector:-

Decentralised energy transaction and supply system

If the experiences gained with blockchains in the financial sector are applied to the energy context, blockchain

technology appears  capable of enabling a decentralised energy supply system. It  may be possible to radically

simplify today’s multi-tiered system, in which power producers, transmission system operators, distribution system

operators and suppliers transact  on various levels,  by directly linking producers with consumers,  provided we

manage to adjust the way the networks are controlled so as to reflect the new requirements.

Some consumers are also producers: so-called “prosumers” not only consume energy but also dispose of generation

capacity in the form of solar  systems,  small-scale wind turbines or CHP plants.  Blockchain technology could

enable them to sell the energy they generate directly to their neighbours. Blockchain systems initiate and transmit

transactions whilst recording them in a tamper-proof manner. All transactions made between individual parties are

directly executed through a peer-to-peer network. A fully decentralised energy transaction and supply system as

shown on the next page can be considered to represent the ultimate level of energy-related blockchain applications

from a theoretical perspective.



 Blockchain technology makes it possible for energy networks to be controlled through smart contracts.

Smart contracts would signal to the system when to initiate what transactions. This would be based on

predefined rules designed to ensure that all energy and storage flows are controlled automatically so as to

balance supply and demand. For example, whenever more energy is generated than needed, smart contracts

could be used to ensure that this excess energy is delivered into storage automatically. Conversely, the

energy held in storage could be deployed for use whenever the generated energy output is insufficient. In

this way, blockchain technology could directly control network flows and storage facilities. Smart contracts

could also be used to manage balancing activities and virtual power plants

 Decentralised storage of all transaction data on a blockchain would make it possible to keep a distributed,

secure record of all energy flows and business activities. Both flows of energy and transactions, which

would in part be initiated by smart contracts, could be documented in a tamper-proof way if recorded on a

blockchain. The combination of smart contracts controlling the system and distributed ledgers securely

documenting all activities would also have a direct impact on network and storage operations.

 Another  potential  future  area  of  application  is  to  use  blockchains  for  the  purpose  of  documenting

ownership and related transactions, by providing secure storage of ownership records. The possibility of

storing all transaction data in a tamper-proof and decentralised way opens up great opportunities in the field

of energy certification. Two applications come foremost to mind: the first is in the verification of renewable

electricity and of emission allowances (emissions trading). The ownership history of each certificate could

be  recorded  exactly  on  the  blockchain.  This  would  provide  a  tamper-proof  and  transparent  way  of

managing certificates for renewable power and emission allowances. Another use case, which is related to

the Internet of Things, is to set up a blockchain-based register that records and regulates the ownership and



current state (asset management) of assets such as smart meters, networks and generation facilities (e.g.

solar systems). 

 Customers could use Cryptocurrencies to pay for the energy supplied.

When individual blockchain applications are combined, a decentralised energy transaction and supply system can

become possible for the future. Energy that is generated in distributed generation facilities would be transported to

end users via smaller networks. Smart meters would measure the amount of energy produced and consumed, while

energy-trading  activities  and  Cryptocurrency  payments  would  be  controlled  by  smart  contracts  and  executed

through the blockchain.

Other possible uses of Blockchain technology in the energy sector

Besides being used to create a decentralised transaction model as outlined above, there are other areas in which

blockchain technology could be applied in the energy sector.  Blockchain technology could be used to build a

simple, blockchain-based billing model and thereby help remove one of the largest barriers currently preventing

users from adopting electric mobility on a large scale. Widespread use of electric vehicles (EV) can only become a

reality if EV drivers can access charging stations everywhere. One issue we face today is how to simplify billing at

charging stations, which may be located in public spaces where they can be used by anyone. Blockchain technology

could be one option (besides other advanced payment models) on which to base a model under which EV drivers

could park their cars, for example to go shopping, whilst the car autonomously logs on to a charging station and is

recharged automatically (in the long run maybe even through induction). Once the driver leaves the parking lot, the

charging station would automatically bill them for the electricity received, using blockchain technology. 

Another area of application that might become more important in the near future is the integration of blockchain

technology in the area of smart devices. With smart devices communicating with each other as well as with other

devices both inside and outside of homes and businesses in the future, a communications medium will be needed

that is capable of transmitting and storing the related information and transactions. Using blockchains for this

purpose could be a good option. Moreover, the blockchain’s functioning as a distributed record of transaction data

can be used to create a comprehensive archive of all electricity billing data. Following a smart meter rollout (which

would be a prerequisite for this), blockchain technology could become a tool consumers can use for meter reading

and billing purposes in connection with their digital electricity meters. The key here is the added control consumers

would gain over their electricity supply contracts and consumption data. 

Retail

Using Blockchain to fully secure transactions, involved parties are able to deal with each other, while not needing

to rely on an intermediary. Business profits and overall welfare can therefore be increased. Providing the retail and

consumer goods industries an opportunity for “trustless” transactions may sound counterintuitive, but in doing so it



actually engenders consumer trust. We enlist here the main use cases and carve out the advantages of Blockchain

applications for each area. We also prioritize the respective innovations with regard to their disruptive potential and

the  complexity  of  implementation.  In  most  cases,  disruptive  technologies  inherently  challenge  a  traditional

approach, which negatively correlates with the ease of its implementation.

Smart Tags: Certification, Registration, Supervision of (Luxury) Goods

Like an RFID chip, so called smart tags are attached to a physical product.  These hold information about the

product (Serial Number, Features, Colour, etc.) and ownership reference (linked to buyers account). Customers,

merchants, insurances and governments are able to verify the authenticity of goods and are able to register newly

discovered or newly produced goods. Entities are able to register any art of ownership right on the blockchain and

are able to transparently sell it and set limitations. Unique items can be identified and permanently monitored via

the blockchain.

Advantages 
 Verify the Authenticity of Products and Create a Trustworthy Secondary Market
 With smart tags, producers prevent faked products to be sold illegally (black market) and impose a significant

hurdle for counterfeiters to imitate their products
 Smart tags impose a hurdle for reselling stolen products
 Accessible and verified information about products potentially increases resale prices
 Consumer protection against buying stolen or faked products in good faith
 Disintermediation – e.g. artists and musicians are not obligated to market their work via the use of third

parties.
 Blockchain provides a transparent register
 Reduction of criminal activities, like theft and counterfeit of digital goods

Examples:
 Chronicled: Offers digital registers for products (initial focus on collectors- and limited editions of sneakers)
 Everledger: Blockchain-based Diamond registry. Customers, insurances and governments are able to verify

the authenticity of diamonds and are able to register newly discovered diamonds.
 Ascribe: Blockchain-based register for art. Artists are able to create a permanent link between themselves

and their work. They are able to transparently see who uses their work, issue licenses or limit their offer.
 Block Verify:  It is a Blockchain-based anti-counterfeit solution for pharmaceuticals, luxury items, diamonds,

and electronics.

Digital Goods: Micropayment and Pay-per-Use

Artists, musicians or publishers are able to introduce new payment schemes, as customers are able to pay only for

the product they actually used.

Advantages 
 Disintermediation
 Transparency
 Blockchain enables micropayments (possibly, customers could pay per word they are reading via IoT/smart

contract/micropayment-solution)



Example
 Ujo music:  Artists like musicians are able to control their content on the Blockchain (As an example the

musician Imogen Heap is using Ujo to market one of her songs via Blockchain).

Improved Supply Chain Management

All underlying materials of a product can be monitored and displayed via blockchain to enable transparency and

transaction data.

Advantages 
 Improved authority supervision
 Improved product safety and transparency (protection against fraudulent behavior in B2B-relationships)
 Secured  over  sea  shipments  through  blockchain-based  trade  finance  solutions  (streamlined  conditioned

payment, geographic delivery monitoring, etc.)
 Comprehensible distribution and processing of contaminated goods in case of product recalls

Example
 Provenance:  Materials, ingredients and all by-products of a product are displayed and monitored via the

Blockchain

Sharing Economy: Borrowing - Hiring – Sharing

Blockchain presents an environment for safely and quickly inducing monetary transactions, verifying and changing

ownership references,  and recording usage behaviour.  This can be utilized to underpin a new kind of sharing

economy

Advantages 
 Transparent ownership references
 Implementation of quick and safe payment schemes
 Usage-behaviour of participants/owners are recorded and respective payment schemes can be implemented
 Investments and Maintenance are transparent and accountable
 New revenue streams for producers: offering installation, repairs, maintenance, add-on features, and bringing

together consumers to share (placement)
 Shared costs (maintenance, storage, purchase)

Examples
 Storj: Rent your Drive
 Sia: Decentralized cloud storage
 ArcadeCity: Ridesharing via tokens
 LaZoos: Decentralized Uber
 Cooperative purchase and maintenance of consumer goods (Cars, Drillmachine, 3D-Printer)



B2C Certificates

Having a read-only access to Blockchain-based information, the consumer can check the validity of proclaimed

product features (Bio/organic, GMO-free, Rainforest Alliance, Utz, Fair Trade, CE, ISO-Certified, TÜV)

Advantages 
 Consumer can verify instantly at the PoS
 Data is reliable due to maintenance of authorities
 Adjustments are immediately „online“
 Consumer protection against falsely claimed product features
 Consumer is informed about low quality certificates and labels (numerous labels falsely claim high quality

standards and independent audits)

Example
Similar to smart tags, certified products (e.g. organic) can be equipped with secured information regarding the
trustworthiness of certificates

Product Warranties and Insurance

Creating an appealing  application  for  digitally  storing product  warranties  and insurances  for  multiple  devices

allows consumers to adequately manage and survey claims in case of damage or defect.

Advantages
Allows for fast handling of warranty and insurance cases, as information regarding the product (Serial Number,

Ownership Reference, Features, etc.) and regarding changes to the product (Added Features, Previous Repairs, etc.)

are  safely stored on a  Blockchain and thereby transparent  to  the  involved parties.  In  case  of  a  resale  by the

consumer, ownership references can be adjusted safely and quickly. In case of a resale, the trustworthy information

about warranties and the condition of the product might increase resale-price and hamper fraudulent behaviour. For

producers, such application enables to create new revenue streams, recommending repair-services, insurances and

add-on features
Referring  to  the  IoT (Internet  of  Things),  products  like  Washing  Machines,  Mobile  Phones,  etc.,  are  able  to

communicate  usage-related  information,  consumer-initiated  repairs  and  their  respective  consequences  on  the

validity of warranties and insurances

Example
 Deloitte Digital Hackathon: Blockchain-based administration of product warranties und product insurance from

consumer perspective.
 Warrenteer: is using the services of Blockchain company Colu to tokenize warranties and display them on the

Blockchain.

KYC: Verification, Management and Selectively Forwarding of Personal Documents

Documents can be registered, managed and forwarded via the Blockchain. Algorithmic hashing allows to encrypt

regarded documents, empowering the individual user to reveal it selectively to parties. Thereby the Blockchain is

utilized as the trustworthy container of verified data.



Advantages
 Streamlined verification of identities and processing of online purchase orders
 Data integrity

Examples
 Tradle: Develops Blockchain-based KYC-solutions with the long term goal to empower the individual over

his personal data

Incentivizing Online WoM (Word of Mouth)

Similar to customer loyalty programs, producers can utilize Blockchain and tokens to incentivize online WoM. In

combination  with  cookies  or  solely  using  Blockchain-infrastructure,  producers  can  track  referrals  and  link

transactions. In one scenario, tokens might be linked with the referring customer who spreads these among friends.

The redemption of the marked tokens can be linked to the effort of the referring customer. In turn, he gets rewarded

(in the form of token, money, or free products).

Advantages 
 Tokens impose incentives and/or payment
 Transparency of transaction history
 Increased customer loyalty
 Increased WoM (hence potentially increased acquisition rates)

Example
 Token-based Referral Programs

Automated In-Store Payments
The combination of Blockchain-based payment and smart tags on FMCG products allows for increasingly eased 

shopping experience as well as cost-cutting.

Advantages 
 Immediate Payment
 Cost-cutting through less required staff (automated checkout)
 Cost-cutting due to lower costs of payment processing (no chargeback)

Example
 Cashless payment in supermarkets

Cost-Cutting: Direct FMCG Purchases by Consumers

With Blockchain-based payment- and customer loyalty programs, consumers can circumvent paying retailer’s 

margins by an increasingly eased and incentivized purchase directly from the producer.

Advantages
 Cost cutting by dis-intermediating the middlemen (e.g. supermarket, electronics market)



 Anonymized purchases by consumer, thereby linking purchase behaviour and preferences to the anonymized

profile (adjustable by consumer)
 Producers  can advertise  and recommend products  to  the  anonymized profile,  based on its  preferences  and

buying behaviour
 New revenue streams for producers, offering repair services, add-on features, personalized offerings based on

preferences
 Consumer is in control of his data and can selectively forward it
 Involving customer loyalty programs, producers can intensify customer relationships

Example
 Consumers buy products directly from producer

Product Quality and Food Safety

Regarding  the  spread,  verification,  and  accumulation  of  data  relating  manufacturing  companies,  Blockchain

imposes a secure and fast infrastructure for comprehensively communicating, verifying and adjusting company-

related information (food safety, fraudulent behaviour, validity of certificates). This Scenario can be extended to

authorities observing deliveries between companies and manufacturers creating an observable supply chain (see

Supply Chain Management).  Thereby authorities can monitor dangerous or contaminated production and more

effectively organize product recalls.

Advantages
 Coordination and combination of numerous reliable sources of information
 Validity of data
 Security of data
 Quick communication of adjustments of a company’s status (no longer certified)
 Comprehensive evaluation of company compliance

Example
A Blockchain, run by inspection authorities,  government agencies, and NGOs can improve the coordination of

company-related information regarding food safety and compliance

Decentralized Marketplaces

Via  decentralized  marketplaces  individuals  are  able  to  induce  trades  directly  between  seller  and  buyer,

circumventing third parties, hence related costs

Advantages 
 Huge cost-cutting potential
 Disintermediation
 Anonymized shopping

Example
 OpenBazaar:  P2p-marketplace that uses Bitcoin as means of payment



Customer Loyalty Programs

Blockchain  present  an  opportunity  for  producers  to  link  product  purchases  with  customer  loyalty  programs,

utilizing  tokens  which  are  addressed  to  Blockchain-based  accounts  and  can  be  redeemed  or  accumulated  by

consumers.

Advantages
 Immediate payment
 Incentivizing customer loyalty and re-purchases through token payment
 Eased processing by linking payment and token transactions
 Personalized offerings

Example
 Incent:   By utilizing Blockchain-based tokens,  producers can reward customers directly over the Incent-

system

Healthcare

Healthcare is  one of the industries that  generate terabytes of data each day.  Hospitals  and healthcare services

providers are investing thousands of dollars every year to manage patient information and other data. Even after all

these, there is a disconnect between one healthcare provider and another. When a patient decides to switch his

healthcare provider due to any reason, the patient’s medical records have to be either migrated manually from the

previous hospital/healthcare centre or the patient will be forced to undergo a plethora of diagnostic tests to evaluate

his or her medical condition.

Most of the electronic medical records are currently maintained on-site on physical servers or on cloud by the

healthcare provider, and the access is currently limited only to their hospital network. Centralization of healthcare

data  makes it  more vulnerable  to  security  breaches  where hackers  can easily  break into the  system and gain

unauthorized access to any patient’s medical history and information. This data being in the wrong hands can be

very dangerous. Even from the patients’ perspective, they do not have complete access to their own medical data

stored in their hospital’s database. Even though the benefits of creating and maintaining electronic medical records

of patients has been established (it is found that maintaining records considerably increases the quality of care



provided to patients) the exorbitant cost of managing and maintaining the system has put many hospitals off from

implementing it.

Blockchain technology has the potential to address the concerns regarding access, security, scalability and privacy

of electronic medical records. A centralized platform that decentralizes healthcare data is not too far. Conceptually,

patient’s data can be stored on the blockchain creating a multisig address for each patient’s records. The patient can

be provided with a private key and a multisig address for his data. In addition, each healthcare provider using this

record keeping system can be assigned a universal signature. Using the same multisig principle used by online

wallets, a patient can choose to grant access to any healthcare provider of his choice by using his signature along

with that of the hospital. This way, the patients will have full access to their own data and they can choose the

healthcare provider they would like to share it with. It will also save hospitals from the huge costs associated with

setting up and maintaining patients’ electronic records.

Take medication prescribing as an example. A patient’s medications are frequently prescribed and filled by different

entities — hospitals, provider offices, pharmacies, etc. Each one maintains its own “source of truth” of medications

for a patient, frequently with outdated or simply wrong information. As a result, providers in different networks, or

on different EHRs, may not see one another’s prescriptions. Additionally, electronic prescriptions must be directed

to specific pharmacies, and paper prescriptions can be duplicated or lost. To counter these difficulties, a medication

prescription blockchain could be a shared source of truth. Every prescription event would be known and shared by

those  authorized  to  see  it.  This  would  allow,  for  example,  prescriptions  to  be  written  electronically  without

specifying a pharmacy,  or  prescriptions  to be partially  filled (and “fully” filled at  a later  date,  by a  different

pharmacy). Since the blockchain would be the source of truth, each pharmacy would see all events surrounding that

prescription — and could act accordingly. Most importantly, all health care providers could have an immediate

view into a patient’s current medications, ensuring accuracy and fidelity.



Here are some of the other ways that blockchain could benefit health care:

 Clinical data sharing - Advance directives, genetic studies,  allergies, problem lists,  imaging studies, and

pathology reports are just some of the data elements that could be distributed. Alternately, instead of storing

actual patient data, blockchain could be used to store access controls like who a patient has authorized to see

their health data even if the clinical data itself is stored by the EHR.

 Public health - A shared, immutable stream of de-identified patient information could more readily identify

pandemics, independent of governmental bodies currently aggregating this data, for example, an influenza

reporting system.

 Research and clinical trials - Distributing patient consent or trial results could foster data sharing, audit trials,

and clinical safety analyses.



 Administrative  and  financial  information.  Insurance  eligibility  and  claims  processing  workflows  could

benefit from blockchain and have decreased transactional costs.

 Patient and provider identity. National (or international) patient or provider identities could be secured in the

blockchain, providing the basis for health data portability and security.

 Patient-generated  data  -  Personal  health  devices,  “wearables,”  “Internet  of  Things”  (IOT)  devices,  and

patient-reported  outcomes  are  just  some  examples  of  patient-generated  data  that  could  leverage  the

blockchain for security and sharing.

Most of these use cases are top-down: data used and generated on behalf of patients. But perhaps the greatest

potential of blockchain technology is the empowering of patients to own and gather their own data. In many ways,

the promise of blockchain lies outside the current health information technology framework - directly challenging

the siloed, centralized data stores that dominate health care data today.

Governance

Government organizations across the globe are exploring the use of blockchain technology to improve operations.

The  ability  to  record  transactions  on  distributed  ledgers  offers  new approaches  for  governments  to  improve

transparency, prevent fraud and establish trust.  According to a recent survey conducted by IBM and the Economic

Intelligence Unit, government interest in blockchain is high:



 9 in 10 government organizations plan to invest in blockchain for use in financial transaction management, asset

management, contract management and regulatory compliance by 2018

 7 in 10 government executives predict blockchain will significantly disrupt the area of contract management

 14 percent of government organizations expect to have blockchains in production and at scale in 2017

Let’s take a look at how governments around the world are taking the first steps in adopting distributed ledger 

technology with various blockchain initiatives and pilot projects:

Georgia, USA – Blockchain Land Registry

The government of Georgia is using blockchain to register land titles and validate property-related government

transactions.  A custom-designed blockchain system has  been  integrated into  the  digital  records  system of  the

National Agency of Public Registry (NAPR), and anchored to the Bitcoin blockchain through a distributed digital

time stamping service. The digital time stamping service allows the government to verify and sign a document

containing a citizen’s essential information and proof of ownership of property. The system will boost land title

transparency, reduce the prevalence of fraud, and bring significant time and cost savings in the registration process.

UK – Blockchain-as-a-service, Welfare payments

Blockchain-as-a-service has been made available for purchase through the UK government’s Digital Marketplace.

With  this  service,  government  agencies  are  free  to  experiment,  build  and  deploy  digital  services  based  on

distributed ledger technology. In 2016, the Department for Work and Pensions began a trial to use blockchain

technology.  Claimants  can  use  a  mobile  app to  receive  and  spend  benefit  payments,  and  with  their  consent,

transactions are recorded on a distributed ledger to support their financial management. 

Estonia – Blockchain identity management, e-voting, electronic health records

Estonia is considered to be a leading nation in the adoption of blockchain technology. Estonia citizens and e-

residents  are  issued  a  cryptographically  secure  digital  ID  card  powered  by  blockchain  infrastructure  on  the

backend, allowing access to various public services. On a blockchain platform, citizens can verify the integrity of

the records held on them in government databases and control who has access to them. Earlier this year, Nasdaq

successfully completed a trial in Estonia that will enable company shareholders to use a blockchain voting system.

Estonia is also adopting blockchain technology to secure the country’s 1 million health records. Every update and

access to healthcare records is registered on the blockchain, preventing medical fraud and making it impossible for

hackers  to  hide their  trail.  It  also provides  real-time alerts  to  attacks,  enabling the government  to  respond to

incidents immediately before large-scale damages occur.

Singapore – Blockchain interbank payments



The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has successfully completed a proof-of-concept pilot to explore the

use  of  blockchain  for  interbank  payments.  Partnering  with  a  consortium of  financial  institutions,  blockchain

infrastructure was used to produce a digital currency issued by MAS and methods were tested to connect bank

systems through distributed ledger technology. The technology will simplify the payment process, reduce time take

for transactions, enhance transparency and system resilience and reduce the cost of long term record keeping. MAS

is currently developing links from Singapore to other countries to enable DLT cross-border payments, and will test

blockchain technology for bond trading. MAS is looking at this project as the first step in leveraging Blockchain to

verify and reconcile trade finance invoices, verify the performance of contracts, keep an audit trail and deter money

laundering.  

Dubai – Global Blockchain Council

Dubai has set up the Global Blockchain Council to explore current and future blockchain applications. The council

currently consists of 47 members from both the public and private sector and launched seven blockchain proofs-of-

concept trails,  covering health records, diamond trade, title transfer,  business registration, digital wills, tourism

engagement and shipping. IBM has partnered with the Dubai government to trial the use of blockchain for a trade

and  logistics  solution.  The  solution  transmits  shipment  data,  allowing  key  stakeholders  to  receive  real-time

information about the state of goods and the status of the shipment, and replaces paper-base contracts with smart

contracts.  The  Crown  Prince  of  Dubai  has  also  announced  a  strategic  plan  that  would  see  all  government

documents secured on a blockchain by 2020. The Dubai government estimates that the blockchain strategy has the

potential to save 25.1 million hours of economic productivity each year.

Delaware, USA – Smart blockchain contracts, public archives

In 2016, Delaware became the first US state to embrace distributed ledger technology. Blockchain technology will

be used to store contracts and other corporate data on a distributed ledger, allowing companies and agencies to store

their  documents in more than one location.  This  will  keep them more secure  and allow automated access by

constituents,  shareholders  and  employees.  The  Delaware  Public  Archives  will  be  among  the  first  to  use  the

distributed technology to archive and encrypt government archives. The use of blockchain means the documents

are can be replicated in multiple locations, providing better disaster recovery and saving the cost of off-site physical

storage.
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